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not just how to replicate what we used to do as best we can,
but also about how to rethink what we used to do and to be
creative and innovative in this “new normal.” This includes
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The House
that SEAP Built

by Kaja M. McGowan,
associate professor,
history of art

Dancers wearing masks often speak of how limited vision establishes a way to separate from vision’s crucial role and to move towards an understanding of what essential
“seeing” really is: the innate ability of the body to know of nearby objects without actually seeing them distinctly, what Merleau-Ponty calls the body-subject.

Fig. 1 – Back or “inner face” of Bapang Klono (Dursosono) mask by artist
“M. Patawi,” painted wood, Malang, East Java, Herbert F. Johnson Museum
of Art, Gift of Benedict R. O’G. Anderson (photograph by Ellen Avril).
r4r

Most important to notice from the “inner face” of this Bapang
mask from East Java (Fig. 1) is that it is carved to be worn low
on the face, so that for the dancer to be able to see in a limited
capacity through the narrowly carved and down-turned eyeslits, he or she must tilt the head back while harnessing all the
other senses in the process. Any dancer wearing a mask must
be willing to forgo this visual limitation for an enhanced embodied experience. Key to this kinesthetic grasping of the surrounding performance space in Indonesia are makeshift built
forms, temporary bamboo constructions that not only “house”
the performative event, but that cue the visually constrained
dancers’ placement in, and movement through a highly interactive, intimate, and potentially transformative sphere.
As a graduate of Cornell University, a professor in the History of Art and Visual Studies, and a former director of SEAP,
I have come to think of space and the shaping of social relations in the Southeast Asia Program over the years as a similar
makeshift structure, reminiscent of the popular British nursery rhyme, “This is the House that Jack Built.” Both the rhyme
and the program are cumulative narratives that do not always
divulge the details of their “houses” per say, or even who the
cast of characters might be (Jack for one!) who provide the
architectural planning. Instead, both reveal over the longue
durée how each “house” is indirectly linked to other things
and people –-i.e. “the horse, the hound and the horn that belonged to the farmer sowing his corn.” Each sentence in the
nursery rhyme (or SEAP’s cumulative history) is an example
of a deeply nested relative clause that reveals how everything
is intimately interlinked.

On the eve of the 70th anniversary of the Southeast Asia
Program, I would like to meditate on the house that SEAP built
by focusing on two “deeply nested” carved wooden masks
from a collection gifted to the Herbert F. Johnson Museum
in 1998 by the late Benedict R. O’G. Anderson (1936- 2015),
political scientist and historian, perhaps best known for his
1983 book Imagined Communities, which explores the origins of
nationalism. Anderson was the Aaron L. Binenkorb Professor
Emeritus of International Studies, Government & Asian Studies at Cornell University, and a former director of the Southeast Asia Program. One afternoon in the Fall of 1998, Ben confided that while he was pleased to give others (including me)
the opportunity to teach with his mask collection in the years
to come, he also spoke of his misgivings and the sadness attached to parting with these objects that had become “good
friends” over the years, intimate in their interactive potential.
Two “dancer king” topeng masks in particular became the
focus of our conversation in his home in Freeville that day
in 1998, a strong red-faced Bapang (Dursosono) mask from
Polowidgen, Blimbing, East Java, gifted to Ben in 1964 by
his friend, the historian and public intellectual Ong Hok
Ham (1933-2007) (Fig. 2 revealing the recto [“outer face”]
of Fig. 1’s verso [“inner face”] ); and a refined Dalem mask
from Tebesaya, Bali, carved and gifted to Ben in 1967 by the
renowned artist, Ida Bagus Made (1915-1999) (Fig. 3). The
style of traditional Javanese masks tends to differ significantly
from that of Balinese masks. While Javanese masks often
display more triangulated faces, tapering toward delicate
chins, with sharply ridged and pointed noses, and relatively
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Left to right: Fig. 2 – Front or “outer face” of Fig. 1. [Bapang Klono (Dursosono) mask by artist “M. Patawi,” painted wood,
Malang, East Java, Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, Gift of Benedict R. O’G. Anderson (photograph by Tony De Camillo)].
Fig. 3 – Refined Dalem mask by artist Ida Bagus Made, plain wood with mother-of-pearl inlay, Tebesaya, Bali, HFJM, Gift of
Benedict R. O’G. Anderson (photograph by Tony De Camillo). Fig. 4 – Back or “inner face,” detail of inscription on left temple
of Fig. 2, Bapang Klono (photograph by Ellen Avril).

Fig. 5 – Back or “inner face,” detail of inscription on right
temple of Fig. 2, Bapang Klono (photograph by Ellen Avril).

small mouths; Balinese masks reveal rounder faces with
broad noses, and full lips.
In the case of the Bapang mask, Ong inscribed the following text in blue ballpoint pen on the left temple of the “inside
face” where the rattan cord coils, awaiting to clasp the head
of a would-be performer. The inscription on the left reads:
“Untuk Ben Anderson dari temannja Onghokham, 17 September 1964” (For Ben Anderson from his friend Onghokham)
(Fig. 4). The inscription on the right temple reads: “M. Patawi”
(in green ink, and a different hand [possibly Ben’s?] recording
the name of the artist) followed by the place of manufacture
written expressively in Ong’s hand (Fig. 5).
Ben disclosed to me that the mask’s name or character
BAPANG (DURSOSONO), inscribed in quadrata capitals on
the forehead, was something that he vaguely remembered
having written soon after he received it in 1964, suggesting
that the mask carver’s name may have been inscribed by him
as well using the same emerald green ink. He spoke endearingly of Ong and Gus Made who had entrusted him with
these masks, “gifts exchanged between friends,” he remarked,
“and marvelous eccentrics too,” he added with a somewhat
demonic smile. He spoke of each mask as a “continual conversation,” and that he was convinced that, when gifted, these
objects were “intended to tell him something.” “What was
their message?” I asked, intrigued.
Instead of answering, Ben made it known through a series
of convoluted questions that he wanted to discuss instead the
rituals required in Bali to bring a mask to life and imbue it
with power (taksu). It was immediately after this discussion
that Ben handed me Gus Made’s mask (Fig.3), concerned on
the eve of its migration to the museum that it had lost some
of its taksu because soon after its arrival in the U.S., one of
its mother-of-pearl inlaid teeth had popped out. “I can fix
that,” I offered, describing a collection of square buttons I had
at home carved in the 1920s in Muscatine, Iowa, from fresh
water mollusks dredged up from the Mississippi River. Later
at home on Hanshaw Road, I remember feeling great trepidation when I filed down the button, fitted it into the generous

ditional painter of the Pitamaha generation, he later came to
occupy a unique position in the development of Bali’s modern
art. Long before turning to paint, however, Gus Made defined
himself as a carver of sacred masks, especially Barong, a benevolent leonine creature who represents all that is positive in
the universe (Fig. 6). When asked which was easier, carving
a mask for the temple or painting a composition for possible
sale, Gus Made’s response was immediate. “The mask,” he
said, “because it is made for sacred purposes, the soul (jiwa)
enters easily when it is worshipped; a painting is more difficult
because it is not venerated.” Gus Made would often develop
performance images in paint of dancers, sometimes masked,
utilizing a makeshift bamboo gateway called a panggung as
an activated frame registering the dancer’s every emotion
through the swaying weightlessness of hanging palm offerings. Prior to its actual moment of worship, even the soul of
a mask and its wearer can be ritually enlivened by this makeshift ritual space.
Many Balinese mask carvers describe the relationship
in mask-making (and the inherent word-play involved) in
selecting the plain wood (kayu) from the pule tree, and the
necessary application of thought and embodied desire combined (kayun), not only in its carving, but in realizing its performative potential. The Indonesian verb for thinking with
the mind alone is pikir; while kayun, by stark contrast, refers
to the act of thinking with desire that calls upon the mind and
body combined.
According to Ben, Gus Made’s gift of the refined Dalem
mask of the dancer king (Fig. 3) carved in 1967 was never
intended to be used in an actual topeng pajegan performance.
Left unpainted, it was perhaps as Ben suggested intended as
an objet d’art. I would also like to suggest that it may have been
meant as a parting “gift” offering an ongoing alliance of some
kind. As such, it might encourage the recipient of the gift to
“see” both himself and the artist in the process of a continual farewell, a palpable reminder that a more refined character
might indeed be coaxed one day out of the rough and raw
grain of the wood.
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mouth on Gus Made’s mask, and glued it with epoxy. A few
days later, when I returned the mask to Ben, he was pleased to
see the transformation. “Muscatine meets Tebesaya,” he wrote
in an e-mail exchange a few days later, grateful for the repair,
and struck by the confluence of material and geographical
forces that could restore a wild man (“all tattered and torn”)
to a noble dancer king reborn.
My own associations with Gus Made and Ong engage with
an earlier history then that provided by Ben and his mask collection. And it is these prior encounters with the “gift-givers”
that shape the way I teach using these objects in the “House
that SEAP Built.”
IDA BAGUS MADE’S TOPENG DALEM MASK
I first heard about the artist, Ida Bagus Made in 1980-81 when,
as an undergraduate at Wesleyan University, I had the extraordinary opportunity to embark on a junior year abroad in
Bali on invitation from Dr. I Made Bandem, then director of
ASTI (Akademi Seni Tari Indonesia), the Academy of the Performing Arts in Denpasar, Bali. It was Bandem’s wife Swasthi
who first introduced me as a student of dance and music to
the legendary Balinese legong dancer, Ni Ketut Reneng from
Banjar Kedaton.
Because my father is a painter interested in registering
sound and motion in his compositions, one day this topic
came up with Bu Reneng regarding Balinese painters. Reneng
mentioned that there were few painters that she knew of in
Bali who could evoke the rhythms of the gamelan instruments in paint, and, fewer still, the movements of the dance.
Then Ida Bagus Made’s name surfaced. “When you look at
Gus Made’s paintings,” she reflected, “you know the exact
moment in the music by the gestures of the musicians and
dancers. He even dances while painting,” she added with her
own graceful hands in motion.
Ida Bagus Made (1915-1999) was born into an influential
brahman family. He was perhaps best known by the Balinese
as a ritual specialist for carving sacred masks imbued with
magical power for the surrounding temples of Ubud. As a tra-

Minimal and subtle are the movements of the masked
Dalem, whose sweet smile and low-slung, side-stepping gait
– heel, step and shuffle -- with arms slowly sweeping down is
compared in one Balinese song that accompanies the dance to
“a peacock about to take flight” (makebeh ida mekeber), concluding with the plaintive question inspired by mutual friendship
and devotion, “how could I ever leave him?” (kudiang titiang
ngelayarin).1 According to Ben, Gus Made brought the mask to
his hotel in 1967 just a few days before they parted, neither of
them knowing that it would be for the last time.
In fact, it was one of Ben’s teachers and mentors at Cornell,
the legendary dancer and art historian Claire Holt, who had
sent him off to do his fieldwork in Indonesia with letters of introduction in 1962. “Start with Ida Bagus Made,” she had said,
but as Ben pointed out, “Ida Bagus Made started with me.” He
describes the artist taking him under his wing and teaching
him about Balinese art from his extensive collection under the
eaves of his own house, and in the homes of contemporary
artists and rivals. Ben concludes by wondering:
It is still rather a mystery why he (Gus Made), so
to speak, took to me. I watched him several times
when “important (or wealthy) visitors” came to his
home. He would politely show his work, but courteously refuse to sell them anything on the grounds
that he couldn’t part with them, and perhaps one
day they would be part of a local museum for his
art. But I could tell that he just didn’t like them.
Was it because I spoke Indonesian comfortably?
Because I was young, insignificant, and a bit gone
native? Or because he knew he was the “Only One”
in my eyes?2
Whatever the motivation, a similar shared devotion is evident, albeit more subtle (at least on the printed page), when it
comes to Ben’s relationship with Ong Hok Ham, whose home
in Jakarta was described as a treasure trove of art-collecting,
including among other things East Javanese masks. Ong loved
food and drink, in large quantities. His unusual house, composed of separate pavilions that wed Balinese and Javanese
architectural styles, was home to many a legendary party.3
In his essay “A Language Learned in Java: A Collector’s
View of His Masks,” (SEAP Bulletin, Spring 1999: 6-8), Ben,
as he did with Gus Made, marshals the trope of linguistic
mastery:
Improving my Indonesian was simply a matter of
time and immersion in everyday Indonesian society. For Dutch, however, the only solution was
to teach myself the language, using a dictionary,
some simple knowledge of German, and a really
interesting Dutch book. Thanks to the suggestion
of an Indonesian friend, I started with Javaansche
Volksvertoningen, Theodoor Pigeaud’s vast, classic
1930s compendium on the traditional “theatres” of
Java. Nothing among the book’s many illustrations
so entranced my eyes as the photographs of masks
and masked performances.4
Though the name of “the Indonesian friend” is never divulged in the essay, certainly the suggested reading of this
influential book becomes the catalyst for Ben’s collecting im-
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Fig. 6 (left) – Ida Bagus Made, carving
a child’s barong mask in Tebesaya, Bali
(photograph courtesy of Soemantri
Widagdo).
Fig. 7 (right) – Ong Hok Ham
(photograph courtesy of Ben
Anderson).
pulses – the Dutch tome that triggered the trunk filled with
masks in his home (“that tossed the dog that worried the cat”)
that lived in the House that SEAP Built.
Pigeaud’s text also reveals how the author’s extensive
knowledge is acquired through the power of colonial bureaucracy, the photo credits supplying a nascent collector and a
cash-strapped graduate student like Ben with a map to the
two largest mask collections in the 1930s: the first, belonging
to Mangkunegoro VII in Surakarta, and the second amassed
by the major (appointed head of the Sino-Javanese community) of Cirebon, Tan Tjin Kie. In 1963, Ben finds the former
court collection largely intact, while the latter, due to the ever-shifting political climate and anti-Chinese sentiment, had
all but vanished. Interestingly, one of Anderson’s enthusiastic
partners in his quest for Javanese masks in 1963-1964 is the
peranakan historian Ong Hok Ham, himself an avid collector
(Fig. 7).5
ONG HOK HAM’S BAPANG (DURSOSONO) MASK
It is Ong Hok Ham’s insightful essay entitled “The Wayang
Topeng World of Malang,” published in 1972 (Indonesia 14:
110-124) that provides the clue to the identity of Ben’s “Indonesian friend.” Again, it is my introduction to Ong’s remarkable writing that precedes, and helps later to make sense of
some of my more puzzling mask-related interactions with
Ben. Ong’s essay was first introduced to me by the Javanese
dance teacher, historian, critic, and performer, Sal Murgianto.
Sal was invited to guest teach an intensive summer course on
Javanese Dance in 1987 at Cornell University. As a graduate
student at the time, I was thrilled to enroll in his seminar. In
1980, Sal had published a book entitled Topeng Malang. The
book drew inspiration from Ong’s essay. When I expressed
interest in the subject, Sal assigned the two publications to be
read in tandem. In one of Sal’s lectures, the strong male East
Javanese Topeng Malang character of the Bapang (Fig. 2) was
introduced like some wild creature hovering on the verge of
extinction. Taking his cues from Ong’s text, Sal described the
performance by first introducing the importance of the makeshift bamboo structure that simulates a pavilion (pendopo),
complete with a curtain painted with distant but familiar palaces, mountains, and temples. Then the first dancer emerges:
Formerly the performance was introduced by a
Bapang dance, a kelana dance of forceful gestures
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and postures by a dancer wearing a red mask with
an extraordinary long nose. This mask has disappeared from the Malang wayang topeng performance and has not been seen since pre-war days,
though there are still some dancers that can do it
(Ong Hok Ham, Indonesia 14: 114).
Without being able to photograph the actual rhythmic
gestures of this defiant and demonic foreign king, swaying
from side to side with legs splayed wide, Ong does the next
best thing. He turns to his favorite source for visual accuracy, Pigeaud’s Dutch classic Javaansche Volksvertoningan (1938;
plate XIII), the very tome recommended to Ben.
In his article, Ong carefully orchestrates the borrowed
image of the Bapang dancer from Pigeaud, positioning him
lower down on the page to the left so that the masked dancer
is forced to look up to the right, his prodigious nose didactically pointing to an adjoining photograph revealing a constellation of nine wayang topeng Malang masks made by the
“only topeng carver in Polowidjen, Blimbing” at the time of
Ong’s fieldwork in 1963, a man by the name of Mas Kastawi. And there, featured on page 116 in the upper right hand
corner is a red Bapang mask that is the spitting image of the
Bapang mask gifted to Ben by Ong. Returning to the inscription on the right temple of the “inner face” of Ben’s mask
(Fig 5), gifted in Java in 1964, it begs the question whether
the signature of “M. Patawi” might be a misspelling of the
carver’s name, Mas Kastawi. Could it be the same mask, or
its twin? We will probably never know the answer, but even
in 1987, I found myself wondering what it was that predisposed Ong to write so sensitively about the Malang wayang
topeng tradition in East Java. A brief introduction to Ong’s life
is required by way of conclusion, if only to shed light on the
possible lessons inherent in Ong’s gift to Ben of the red-faced,
ferocious-eyed Bapang mask (Fig. 2).
Ong Hok Ham was born in 1933 in Surabaya, East Java to
Indo-Chinese parents whose families had lived consistently
for seven generations in that region (Fig. 7). Well connected,
but not well-to-do by any means, the quality of Ong’s familial life had been determined in large part by the competitive
wrangling for status within Javanese colonial society. Hopes
were pinned on the intellectual son, who was originally destined for a career in the colonial bureaucracy and was therefore
given a solid Dutch education. But the Japanese Occupation of

1942-45, and the subsequent national revolution would have
a disastrous impact on these family aspirations. Instead, Ong
enrolled in an Indonesian school, and spent the 1950s exploring his possible vocation as a historian, immersing himself in
the study of Javanese art and culture. He started studying law
at Universitas Indonesia (UI), but by 1957 had given up on
his studies to work as an assistant for then Cornell professor
and SEAP alumnus, Bill Skinner, researching the Chinese in
Indonesia.
In the 1960s, Ong turned his attention to a period of intense fieldwork in East Java, where he became increasingly enamored with living theatrical forms and culture. Like
many Indonesians, he grew increasingly concerned by what
he saw as the economic deterioration and political tensions
of Guided Democracy (1959-1965). Appalled by the violence
in 1965, Ong spoke out, and was imprisoned for his actions.
This period of incarceration, however, did not end his career.
On the contrary, in September 1968, Ong set out for the United
States where he pursued his doctoral studies at Yale University. He returned to Indonesia in 1975, keen to make a career as a
public intellectual. He published widely on a variety of topics:
colonial history, Javanese art and society, the Indonesian Chinese, and even the social history of Indonesian cuisine. He
grew impatient with theory and was remembered for embracing the motto: “concentrate on the person.” After Ong’s death
in 2007, Ruth McVey shared a moving tribute to Ong, written
in his own words.6
According to Ruth, “Ong had written his statement in the
wake of the disasters of 1965-66, which had brought him
imprisonment and then a mental breakdown. His psychiatrist had suggested that he try to reach self-understanding
by writing an account of his life that emphasized the things
he thought had most influenced his development. He gave a
copy to Ben Anderson, who visited Indonesia in 1967, with the
request that he pass it on to a few mutual friends.”7 It is Ruth’s
copy that was published in Indonesia by way of a memorial.
I am grateful to Ruth for sharing Ong’s personal testimony as
it helps to shed light on his unique gifts, shaped significantly by his upbringing and the spiritual life of his family. For
example, there is the time when, as a boy, Ong becomes ill.
It is then that, with the family’s unanimous consent, his old
servant brings him to a local Hindu stone statue of King Kertanegara. He describes being introduced to the statue by the
servant and being urged to shake its stone hand and make an
offering. This belief in the healing power of natural materials
like wood and stone is also reflected in his essay on wayang
topeng Malang. In it, Ong describes an old topeng dancer
from Tumpang:
In his youth he danced the now vanished Bapang
dance. At present he lives a leisurely life among

his lengkeng (fruit) trees near the ruins of the old
Tjandi Djago.8
Ever hopeful, Ong concludes: “The Malang wayang topeng
tradition is not yet dead. As a topeng dancer from Tumpang
said, ‘we do the same things in wood that our ancestors did
in stone,’ pointing to the carvings on the ruins of Tjandi Djago
Tumpang which represent in stone the rhythm of life.”9 Like
the wearer of the mask from Tumpang, Ong had faith in the
journey, even though he could not always see the path ahead.
“Concentrate on the person,” was his motto. In the case of his
friend, Ben, this concentration resulted in a shared critique of
Indonesia, one that resulted in imprisonment and expulsion.
In light of their combined daring, a heroic and demonic mask
like the Bapang (Dursosono) with its phallic, in-your-face nose
may have signaled a shared “bad boy” view of the world, one
honed from the epic Mahabharata. In his 1965 publication on
the Javanese shadow theater, Ben describes the character of
Dursosono, as one of brotherly devotion to the clan:
Dursosono, the second of the ninety-nine Kurawa
brothers, is regarded next to Sangkuni, as the most
unpleasant of the left faction. Noisy, boastful, violent and unscrupulous, he is nevertheless devoted
to his elder brother, Sujudana, and to the fortunes
of his clan. In the field, he is a brave fighter, and
only the invincible Wrekudara can destroy him. His
role is very important, since at every juncture in the
lakons, it is Dursosono and Sangkuni who push the
action forward towards a new climax. Each time
a settlement appears possible, it is these two who
ensure its failure.10
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William (Bill) Hackett (1915-1990) was SEAP’s earliest
doctoral student to work on Burma (PhD 1953). Photo
of him as a young man in Shan dress courtesy of Nancy
Hackett and the Hackett Mission Legacy.

EARLY YEARS (1950s)

A Short History of
Burma Scholarship at Cornell
c. 1950-2020

by Allegra Giovine, Cornell alum
class of ’06, independent scholar and
Ava White, SEAP programming
assistant

AS THE CORNELL SOUTHEAST ASIA PROGRAM TURNS SEVENTY, we take this
occasion to reflect on the Burma and Burma/Myanmar scholarship that it has nurtured
since the 1950s. With such a rich history of people and projects, we humbly approach
this task: What follows is only a sketch of this biography. Perhaps also without towering
Cornell figures in the field of Burma studies (as, for example, Indonesia studies would
contend with in its counterpart SEAP biography), we can see more clearly the diverse
contributions of Cornell Burma scholarship over the last seven decades.
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The simultaneous diversity and rigor
of Burma scholarship at Cornell took
root early. In its first decade, SEAP supported foundational historical, anthropological, and linguistic scholarship
on Burma. Much of this early postwar
expertise was produced by people
whose knowledge of Burma was deeply
informed by their own experiences as
colonial civil servants, missionaries,
and teachers in Burma from the 1900s
to the 1940s.
Most recognizable among these
names were visiting faculty John F. Cady
(1952-1953), John S. Furnivall (19541955), and D. G. E. Hall (1955 and then a
recurring visitor from 1959 to 1973). Together they laid a solid foundation for
Burma studies at Cornell through the
“Burma seminar” that Cady taught first
and which then moved hands to Furnivall, Hall, and other Cornell faculty,
staff, and visitors in later years.
Cady had been a lecturer in history
at the University of Rangoon just as
Burma was splitting from British India
before WWII (1935-1938). While visiting Cornell from Ohio University, he
inaugurated the Burma seminar and
contributed his work on precolonial
Burmese political institutions (shattered by British rule—and now, circa
the 1950s, in need of reconstitution) to
SEAP’s Data Paper Series (an early publishing initiative).1
Hall had preceded Cady at the University of Rangoon, becoming Burma’s
first professor of history and holding
his appointment there from 1921 to
1934. He was well into his career by
the time he first came to Cornell, and
after retiring from School of Oriental
and African Studies in London in 1959
he regularly taught classes to SEAP stu-

dents through a visiting professorship
until the early 1970s. During this later
stage of his career Hall broadened his
focus from historical Burma to take on
the wider history of Southeast Asia.
Furnivall, who is arguably the most
significant figure for a bigger history
of Burma scholarship, arrived at Cornell with a deep and multifaceted relationship with Burma. This relationship
started in 1902 when Furnivall arrived
in Burma to work as a district settlement
officer for the colonial government. He
founded the Burma Research Society in
Rangoon in 1910 and devoted himself
full-time to scholarship after he retired
from the Indian Civil Service in the early
1920s, writing on a wide range of topics
including early book-length studies on
political economy and British rule.2
By the time Furnivall was a visitor at
Cornell, he was several years into his
service as a national planning adviser
to the government of the newly independent Union of Burma. It is Furnivall
whom many colleagues remember for
shaping SEAP’s Burma seminar, which
later continued to be offered on a fouryear rotation until it was reconfigured
as Benedict Anderson’s graduate seminar, “The Plural Society Revisited,”
in the late 1980s. With this adaptation,
Anderson was paying homage to Furnivall, who had pioneered the study
of comparative colonial administration
with his work on the Netherlands East
Indies.3 Thus, in the spirit of Furnivall,
Anderson’s seminar used Burma as a
case study to understand wider developments in colonial Southeast Asia.
The earliest SEAP doctoral student
to work on Burma was William D.
Hackett, who began his studies in rural
sociology at Cornell after growing up
as part of the American Baptist Mission
in Burma. The “missionary-ethnogra-

pher” completed his PhD in 1953 and
focused his work on the Pa-O people of
Shan State.4
Two other early doctoral candidates
to work on Burma were Charles S. Brant
(PhD 1951) and John Frank Brohm
(PhD 1957), whose research interests in
Burma stemmed from their experiences
as US Army medical corpsmen in the
China-Burma-India Theater of WWII.
Brant may have conducted the earliest
postwar Cornell field research in Burma
with his village study of Tagadale
(Insein District) in 1949-50.5 Brohm continued the village study model with his
own field research in Old Kaungauk
(just a few miles east of Mandalay) in
1952-1953. This work contributed to
his doctoral thesis, which sought to
advance the “scientific evidence of
culture” through its study of Buddhist
revival in Burma since WWII.6
The arrival of Robert B. Jones in 1955
as a professor in Cornell’s Division of
Modern Languages marked the beginning of a continuous Burma presence
on campus. Jones had studied the
Karen language under Mary Haas at
the University of California, Berkeley.
At Cornell, he continued his research
on Tibeto-Burman and Tai historical
linguistics while also spearheading the
r 11 r
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development of pedagogical materials
for Southeast Asian languages and Japanese. This included teaching Burmese,
and he remained in charge of Burmese
language training at Cornell until his
retirement in 1986.7

MIDDLE YEARS
(1960s to mid-1980s)
Burma continued to be the object of
research and teaching at Cornell from
the 1960s to the mid-1980s, but with the
changed political situation in the early
1960s, scholars outside Burma faced restrictions on access to the country. Likely the last two PhDs to do sustained
work in Burma were Josef Silverstein
and David Pfanner. Silverstein (PhD
1960), a student in the Government Department, did the field work for his thesis c1956.8 Pfanner (PhD 1962), whose
doctoral work only began in 1956, conducted his sociological field study of
Mayin (Pegu District) in 1959-60.9
Forest
Ceylon

Mon

Meditation

Sangha
As
Gyroscope

Education

Upper
Burma

Burma
Town

John Ferguson’s model of the Burmese sangha as a “cultural gyroscope” with 4 bonded dimensions
(continuums of belief and behavior
along which the Buddhist monastic
order shifted historically). Ferguson’s conceptual work in part underscores the limitations he faced
accessing Burma as a field site
while he did his doctoral work. Image reproduced from his PhD thesis
(1975, see page 8).

With limited country access, two
trends characterized Burma scholarship
on Cornell’s campus from the early
1960s through the mid-1990s. First,
many of the doctoral students interested
in Burma pursued it in a comparative
manner. This included work in economics by Than Qui Tran (PhD 1963)10 and
Margaret Ruth Harris Pfanner (PhD
1966)11 and work in history by Robert
Sigfrid Wicks (PhD 1983)12 and Sunait
Chutintaranond (PhD 1990).13 Doctoral
students working on the history of colonial Burma in the early 1990s, like Sarah
Heminway Maxim (PhD 1992)14 and
Anne L. Foster (PhD 1995)15, took the
comparative approach as well.
Notable exceptions to this comparative studies trend included Robert H.
Taylor (PhD 1974), who remembers
studying Burma with only a couple
other students in the late 1960s/early
1970s and whose research on the Burmese political elite was conducted
without ever visiting Southeast Asia.16
Informed instead by archival research
in London, Taylor’s thesis explored how
Burmese politics were in part the product of British and Indian interests in
Burma before WWII.17 The other exceptions were John Ferguson (PhD 1975),
whose fieldwork on the Burmese sangha
(Buddhist monastic order) took place
mostly in Thailand with only two short
trips to Burma,18 and Richard Morrall
Cooler (PhD 1979), whose art historical focus documenting Karen bronze
drums in an “emergency data gathering
project” made his field research more
permissible in the 1970s.19
Another trend in the field of Burma
studies was the greater visibility of
scholars from Burma, whose access to
the country was not hindered in the
same way and who carried their expertise to Cornell and back or otherwise
collaborated with SEAP remotely. Khin
Maung Kyi (PhD 1966), who had stud-

One of over 370 Karen bronze drums documented by Richard
M. Cooler for his doctoral research in the 1970s. This art historical work, which began as an “emergency data gathering
project to identify and record as many drums as possible before they were forever lost to research,” is a rare example of
research that could be conducted in Burma by outside scholars during the middle years. Photo courtesy of Dr. Cooler and
SEAsite (Northern Illinois University); see: http://www.seasite.niu.edu/burmese/cooler/BurmaArt_TOC.htm.
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ied and later taught commerce at the
University of Rangoon, was one such
scholar. He began his studies at Cornell
in 1960 and was able to conduct extensive field surveys in Burma as part of
his doctoral work on “the institutionalization of organizational authority in a
transitional culture.”20
Other Burmese scholars to spend
time at Cornell included Hla Myint,
rector of the University of Rangoon (visitor in 1961 and 1985) and Myo Myint,
doctoral student in history (PhD 1987).21
During this time SEAP also supported
the dissemination of Burma scholarship
through its Data Paper Series, with Hall
publishing recent historical work by Sao
Saimong Mangrai (who had been Chief
Education Officer of Shan and Kayah
states before the 1962 coup)22 and David
Wyatt encouraging publication of the
memoirs of the Burmese Army leader
Smith Dun (the “four-foot colonel”).23

RECENT YEARS
(late 1980s to 2020)
In more recent years, Burma scholarship at Cornell has benefited from
three developments: (1) the longer-term
presence of Burma scholars on campus
starting in the mid-to-late 1980s; (2) the
opening up of the country as a site for
archival and field research in the 1990s;
and (3) the mobilization of Burma/
Myanmar research, outreach, and language study through explicit SEAP initiatives.
John Badgley, who worked on contemporary politics in Burma and had
been a visitor at SEAP in the 1960s and
1970s, joined Cornell as the Echols Collection Curator in 1986. Hiring Swe Swe
Myint as a cataloger and traveling to
Burma every year, he greatly expanded
the collection’s Burmese language holdings, focusing especially on current
political campaigns and using microfilm to preserve many newspapers and
pamphlets that were printed on acidic
(and highly degradable) paper.24
Badgley was joined in the late 1980s
by two Burmese language experts:
Julian Wheatley, who studied Burmese
linguistics and taught at Cornell from
1987-97, and San San Hnin Tun, who
taught Burmese (and French) starting in
1989 and in later years simultaneously
pursued her own research in Burmese

Left: The workshop “Burmese Language Teaching: Present and Future” convened at the Kahin Center in October 2016. This
2 day workshop brought together international experts in Burmese language pedagogy, including presentations by Tharaphi
Than (Northern Illinois University), San San Hnin Tun (Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Orientales, Paris), Yu Yu
Khaing (Cornell University), Kenneth Wong (University of California, Berkeley), Ye Min Tun (Johns Hopkins University), and
Justin Watkins (School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London).
Right: A Burmese martial arts workout led by Marjorie Mosereiff (MA 2014) during the 2015 Burma/Myanmar Research Forum.
The second major conference of the Burma/Myanmar Initiative, the 2015 Forum was organized by SEAP graduate students and
showcased their commitment to international, cross-disciplinary, and multi-modal scholarship.

corpus linguistics.25 During her time in
charge of Burmese language instruction at Cornell (which lasted over three
decades until 2012), she developed all
levels of pedagogical materials to fill
a serious void in Burmese language
learning resources. Sayama San San
also worked closely with the Language
Resource Center to pioneer the production of digital language teaching tools.26
With the gradual opening up of
Burma/Myanmar27 in the 1990s—a
complex and slow-moving process of
economic and political reform by the
military government in response to the
strengthening democracy movement
and international pressure—scholars
outside the country slowly began to get
access again to research sites in the country. Most notable at Cornell was Mary
Callahan’s doctoral thesis on “The Origins of Military Rule in Burma” (PhD
1996), which involved research in army
archives (the Defence Services Historical Research Institute) in Rangoon in
the early 1990s, where due to political
sensitivities she never knew which files
she would have access to.28 Through a
connection with Callahan, Kyaw Yin
Hlaing (PhD 2001) was encouraged to
join the Government Department’s doctoral program in 1994.29
By the early 2000s, the SEAP com-

munity included a wide set of junior
scholars pursuing doctoral work in
history, anthropology, ethnomusicology, and Buddhist studies, including:
Chie Ikeya (PhD 2006)30; Jane Ferguson (PhD 2008)31; Heather MacLachlan
(PhD 2009)32; and Christian Lammerts
(PhD 2010).33 In the 2010s, work continued in these fields and also in education, international relations, city and
regional planning, and industrial and
labor relations with doctoral students
such as Rose Metro (PhD 2011)34, Chika
Watanabe (PhD 2013)35; Tom Patton
(PhD 2014)36; Thethan Soe (PhD 2015)37;
Emily Hong (PhD 2019)38; and Jinyoung
Park (PhD 2019).39
This outpouring of Cornell Burma/
Myanmar scholarship in the last two
decades can be credited to SEAP’s support of Burmese language study on
campus (which made Cornell one of
a handful of American universities to
offer Burmese) as well as external factors that have made field sites more
accessible. In even more recent years,
explicit efforts by SEAP have brought
greater visibility to Cornell outreach
and scholarship. Thamora Fishel, who
joined SEAP as Outreach Coordinator
in 2007, immediately spearheaded the
Burma/Karen Outreach Project after
receiving numerous requests from

Ithaca area teachers for information
about local refugee communities. This
work on Karen cultural preservation
was done in collaboration with linguistics professor John Whitman, who
had already been developing connections with the local Karen community
through his linguistics field seminar.
In 2014, with pivotal leadership by
Cornell graduate students and anthropology professor Magnus Fiskesjö,
SEAP launched the Burma/Myanmar
Initiative. This initiative brought scholars to Cornell for two installations of
the Burma/Myanmar Research Forum
in 2014 and 2015, both conferences
achieving a wide reach—international,
cross-disciplinary, and multi-modal—
into current scholarship and activism.
Today,
SEAP
Burma/Myanmar
scholarship continues with the strong
support of the United States Department of Education’s National Resource
Centers Program and Cornell’s Office
of the Vice Provost for International
Affairs. This support, alongside enthusiastic encouragement from wider colleagues in the field, has enabled SEAP
to continue offering Burmese language
study with the recruitment of Yu Yu
Khaing, Burmese language lecturer,
in 2015 to fill a new, permanent line.
Deeply involved in language pedagogy
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initiatives and already having trained
dozens of undergraduate and graduate
students (including through the development of novel remote methods to
teach students at partner universities—
now even more useful in the time of
coronavirus instruction), Sayama Yu Yu
gives Cornell the fundamental basis for
future Burma/Myanmar scholarship. r
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We end by acknowledging that many more (as yet) unnamed
people—students, faculty, staff, and visitors—have contributed
to Burma/Myanmar scholarship at Cornell throughout the years,
and we encourage SEAP alumni to get in touch with any recollections that might inform a longer history of Cornell Burma/Myanmar studies in the future. Please contact Allegra Giovine (aeg32@
cornell.edu) and Ava White (amw383@cornell.edu).
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In addition to her thesis see also her recollections of this archival research in her later book, Making Enemies: War and State Building in Burma (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2003).
Thesis: “The Politics of State -Business Relations in Post-Colonial Burma.”
Thesis: “Gender, History and Modernity: Representing Women in Twentieth Century Colonial Burma.”
Thesis: “Rocking in Shanland: Histories and Popular Culture Jams at the Thai-Burma Border.”
Thesis: “Revealing the Heart: The Popular Music Industry in Yangon, Burma.”
Thesis: “Buddhism and Written Law: Dhammasattha Manuscripts and Texts in Premodern Burma.”
Thesis: “History Curricula and the Reconciliation of Ethnic Conflict: A Collaborative Project with Burmese Migrants and Refugees in Thailand.”
Thesis: “Ambivalent Aspirations: Aid and the Cultural Politics of Proximity in a Japanese NGO in Burma/Myanmar.”
Thesis: “Bearers of Wisdom, Sources of Power: Sorcerer-Saints and Burmese Buddhism.”
Thesis: “Institutional Factors Affecting a Transitional City: An Integrated Perspective on Housing Market Development in Yangon, Myanmar.”
Thesis: “Imagining Political Futures in Kachinland: The Struggle for Self-Determination through Legal Activism and Indigenous Media.”
Thesis (a comparative study of Myanmar and Cambodia): “Institutional Implantation: The International Communities and Their Roles in Building Industrial
Relations Systems in Emerging Markets.”
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THE SEAP PHOTOGRAPHY ARCHIVE:

A Call for
Contributions

Photographs are strange things: They exist simultaneously as markers of both past and present—
the past of the event, and the present of viewing
and contemplation. As objects of memory, they are fleeting, yet perby Juan Fernandez, PhD
candidate in history

Above Left: Outside 102 West Ave.
Above Right: Reception, Willard
Straight Hall Terrace, September 1963.

manent. “You had to have been there,” they sometimes say, as by themselves and
despite their beguiling openness, there is so much to them that is incomprehensible.
They are mute despite the idiomatic ascription of “a thousand words” to the image.
It is not so much that images themselves can speak, but that they become occasions
for speech and narrative, for memory.
Perhaps there is no better time than now—in this year when we celebrate SEAP’s
70th anniversary—for us to look back upon these images of our shared past and
through the stories and recollections of those of us who were there, to bring them
into the present. We have been putting together an archive of old SEAP photographs
as part of the anniversary celebrations—and indeed as part of a larger push to bring
together material for the history of the Southeast Asia Program. The visual is no less
an important part of this history, documenting the life of (and life in) the program.
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The images of SEAP’s intellectual life—the lectures, talks, classes, museum exhibits, and conferences—are one thing, attesting to the rigors, challenges, and successes
of the Program and the people who have been, and are, part of it. Yet the picture is
incomplete; by this focus on intellectual labor and production, exceedingly important as it is, we miss the texture and real warmth of life in the Program. We are part of
an intellectual community, yes and foremost; but it is a community, and it is important to see how we built it, continue to build it, and would grow it in the future.
This visual archive of SEAP’s history that we are putting together cannot miss the
vibrant social life that undergirds but also enriches life within the Program, those
moments that bring people together—even if at first by circumstance and intellectual proximity, then later by choice and camaraderie.
Taken together, these photographs in our archive might come to look like an
extended family album: snapshots of life around the table at a Spring Banquet,
someone smiling and posing and hamming for the camera, another person caught
mid-conversation. Life at the Kahin Center or at 102 West Avenue, for example; at
the Program’s banquets, parties, and picnics—please send us any photographs you
have along with the stories that go with them. These, too, are part of SEAP’s history,
and we want to remember each and every person, each and every moment.
We now have several hundred of these photographs, gathered from different
sources—both institutional and personal. Faculty, staff, alumni, and friends have
sent in scans of images (and in some cases entire albums) of their time with SEAP.
We are now nearly done with the process of digitizing most of our current collections, and we aim to have these images accessible online for members of the SEAP
community. r
______________
Top: Alums Carol Hau, Andrew
Abalahin, Eva-Lotta Hedman at a
student orientation, Fall 1995, Kahin
Center.
Above: Spring Banquet, 1992.
Below: Ambassador Le Van Bang and
a student chatting at a conference,
October 1996.
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But there is always room for more images, more stories. Soon, we will set up a
process for submission of these photographs and narratives to the SEAP Histories
Project. Details will be found on our website, and you can also contact the Project by
emailing seaphistories@cornell.edu

Above: Historian and SEAP alum Nancy
Florida at work in the archives.
Above: Gamelan performance, Arts Quad,
(undated).
Below: Banquet, (undated).
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by Hilary Faxon, Ciriacy-Wantrup postdoctoral fellow, Department of Environmental Science,
Policy, and Management, University of California, Berkeley, DSOC 2020
Nancy Peluso, Henry J. Vaux Distinguished Professor of Forest Policy, Department of Environmental
Science, Policy, and Management, University of California, Berkeley, DSOC 1988
Peter Vandergeest, professor, Department of Geography, York University, DSOC 1990

GROUNDING AREA STUDIES:

Development Sociology and the
Study of Agrarian-Environmental
Change in Southeast Asia
Students in development sociology (DSOC) view their approach to studying rural,
agrarian, and environmental change as distinct; always starting on the ground or “in
the field.” This approach evolved over the years in the department and clearly applied
to DSOC students working in Southeast Asia after SEAP’s formation in 1950.
Most students arrive at Cornell for
graduate studies having spent time
in one or more countries of Southeast Asia. Some have been involved
in development work through organizations like the Peace Corps or the
Canadian volunteer organization Cuso
International. Others spent time in
academic programs in Southeast Asia,
and choose Cornell because of the university’s strong reputation for research
and political engagement in Southeast
Asia as well as its broader profile in the
region for research in history, politics,
and anthropology.
Our intention in this article is to provide a sense of the ideas guiding Southeast Asia-based research of Cornell students and faculty in the Department of
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Rural Sociology, later the Department
of Development Sociology and now the
Department of Global Development.
Further, we offer a few reflections on
this community of practice and how it
has changed over time.
SEAP’s founding in 1950 provided
opportunities to deepen and extend
work on rural transformation and
development with attention to the
study of communities, agrarian change,
and environments in Southeast Asia.
Applied and theoretical research on
these topics already had a long history
at Cornell. In his 1909 Farmers’ Week
address, Liberty Hyde Bailey, the director of the College of Agriculture called
for new studies into “the structure
of rural society.”1 The Department of

Rural Social Organization was founded
in 1918 to answer this call, in the vanguard of a larger trend at US LandGrant universities.
Over the next century, the Department changed its name twice—to ‘Rural
Sociology’ (RSOC) in 1930 and then ‘Development Sociology’ (DSOC) in 2003—
and incorporated a sub-unit on demography in 1989. The most recent change
came in January 2020, when DSOC was
incorporated into a new Department
of Global Development (at the time of
this writing the graduate field remains
DSOC). The department’s mission has
changed over the past 110 years as it
built on its initial goals of applied research on and for US farmers to work
internationally. Many faculty and stu-

dents embraced a commitment to what
might now be called public sociology, or
a sociology that aims not just to study,
but also to contribute to improvements
in people’s welfare, human and other
kinds of rights, and to catalyze social
transformation.
From their beginnings, SEAP-affiliated faculty and graduate students have
conducted research on a wide range
of topics related to development and
agrarian-environmental change—from
farm mechanization to irrigation to
labor migration to state territorialization; they have conducted fieldwork
in fields, forests, and seas, in settlements, slums, and on boats. Foreign
students from the Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia had come to RSOC
even before SEAP was founded, but
the latter program attracted (and often
helped fund) additional graduate students from Southeast Asia to study in
the Department. Many of these scholars went on to become prominent academics, officials or practitioners in the
region.
During the 1950s, as the Cold War
heated up and the United States became
more involved in political conflicts in
Southeast Asia, the National Defense
Education Act offered generous funding for US citizens to study the languages and cultures of countries of
strategic interest, many of which were
in Southeast Asia. Additional funding
supported international development
as a response to communist and other
challenges to US-allied governments,
including funding from the Ford Foundation in 1962 to the College of Agriculture. Increased funding for regional
research from institutions like Fulbright
and Social Science Research Council
followed. While area studies has been
criticized as a tool of the imperialist
powers, this funding did not come with
strings attached. Most SEAP-affiliated
scholars and RSOC graduate students
conducted research that was often critical of US government actions in the
region, and they often worked with
groups in Southeast Asia who opposed
US intervention.
The authors of this essay are part of a
large and diverse group of SEAP-DSOC
PhDs. A partial list compiled from
SEAP’s records and our own recon-

naissance yielded at least fifty-eight
students conducting doctoral research
on one or more of the following countries: Indonesia (17), the Philippines
(15), Thailand (14), Malaysia (12), Vietnam (7), Myanmar (3), Cambodia (2)
and Laos (1). After graduation, many
went on to careers with international
development organizations and foundations such as the Ford Foundation,
the Environmental Defense Fund, and
the CGIAR institutions. Others became
engaged scholars and academics doing
research and conducting trainings to
inform social and environmental justice
initiatives and development practice.
Many of these scholars worked closely
with NGOs, peasant and labor organizers, and other advocates in the region
when these sorts of organizations were
finally able to emerge from under the
authoritarian “thumbs” of post-colonial
governments.

Nancy & Peter on the 1980s
Research interests among our fellow
Cornell students were shaped by the
intersection of ongoing events in Southeast Asia with emerging theoretical
perspectives. The decade of the 1980s

was only a few years after the ending
of the Vietnam war, an “American” war
that radicalized many scholars working
in Southeast Asia. Looking back, the
number of faculty across the Cornell
campus working in Southeast Asia at
that time is phenomenal! The Cold War
continued through the 1980s, making
many countries in Southeast Asia inaccessible to US-based scholars, including
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Burma.
“Pro-western” countries were mostly
ruled by dictators who came to power
via military coups. Research permissions were difficult and time-consuming in the countries that allowed foreign
researchers in at all.
The research access difficulties we
faced as students were shared by founding generations of the SEAP faculty,
with some later blacklisted or carefully
watched while in the countries they
studied. For example, it was during this
time that Ben Anderson was famously
invited back to Indonesia after a long
exile due to his and Ruth McVey’s
infamous “White Paper” on the events
of 1965-1966. When he arrived at the
Cengkareng Airport, he was turned
away by security forces.

Nancy tramping through swiddens to the birds nest caves of, East Kalimantan,
ca. 1980.
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In addition, it wasn’t until the end
of the 1980s that NGOs became prominent political voices and actors in environmental, agrarian development,
and social justice movements in the
region: It was a slow process. To gain
research access, many scholars and activists strategically framed their studies
as “environmental” or as supporting
community development, and offered
up “constructive criticisms” rather than
blistering critiques or calls for major
political transformations. Efforts that
stood behind the banner of environmental sustainability, at the time publicly
presented as “apolitical,” were tolerated by governments that had violently
repressed more openly left-wing polit-

ical organizations such as peasant and
worker unions.
Among
many
students
in
rural-cum-development sociology, these
regional processes provoked an interest
in using Marxist and Gramscian analyses of rural class relations as articulated through peasant studies and critical
political economy lenses. At the same
time, growing interests in environmental change and community resource
management led many of us to research
that “took nature seriously.” These commitments were shared by most students
in DSOC, leading to a lively culture of
conceptual exploration and sharing that
also engaged students who worked primarily in Southeast Asia.

A partial list of our fellow graduate students and their research topics in
the 1980s illustrates the kind of innovative scholarship that stems from a
cross-theoretical approach:
Peter Vandergeest on agrarian transformations and peasant resistance in a rice
and palm economy in Southern Thailand;
Nancy Peluso on the history of non-timber forest product trade in East Kalimantan
and later on the dispossession of poor Javanese peasants from the island’s rich
teak forests;
Jill Belsky on agroforestry and upland agriculture in Indonesia and the Philippines;
Benjamin Bagadion on the political economy of logging and a pulp mill in the
Philippines;
Filomeno (Jun) Aguilar on sugar plantations and agrarian capitalism in the
Philippines;
John Duewel, John Ambler, Bryan Bruns, and Uraiwan Tan-Kim-Yong (who
famously threw water on her dissertation examining committee in celebration of
the Thai New Year), on small scale irrigation in Indonesia and Thailand;
Stephanie Fried on Dayak leaders and writers in East Kalimantan;
Joe Weinstock on identity and rural change in Borneo;
Anita Kendrick on fishers on the northern and southern coasts of Java;
George Adicondro on Indonesian dams and development;
Charly Mehl on rural change in Thailand;
Mohommed Habib and Ernest Sternberg on rice farming and irrigation in
Malaysia;
William Sunderlin on social forestry in Java;
Anne Hawkins on smallholder farmers in the hinterlands of Semarang,
Kamala Soedjatmoko on ethnic-based political movements in East Sumatra;
Diane Wolf on the “factory daughters” of rural Java;
Angkarb Korsieporn on labour and migration in Indonesia and Thailand;
Connor Bailey, who worked closely with Milt, graduated in 1980 but deserves
mention for his pioneering research on the political economy and ecology of
small-scale fisheries and aquaculture in Malaysia and the region.
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Both theoretically and translated into
practice in the region, these different
conceptual approaches were constantly
in tension, but also informed each
other. Many combined components of
both. During the 1980s, many activists
in Southeast Asia turned away from
more radically inspired mobilizations
because of the threat of imprisonment
or worse. Dire consequences could be
imposed on citizens (and researchers) of
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and the
Philippines if they were labeled “communist,” let alone “Marxist.” The community-based approach also inspired
research in Development Sociology
on small scale irrigation, community
forestry, and smallholder farming, the
effects of the Green Revolution on property, poverty, and differentiation, and
the displacement of communities due
to ongoing construction of dams, widespread “political forest” reservation, the
increase in logging, mining, and other
forms of resource extraction, and resettlement programs. The effects of political violence on agriculture and resource
control, and the rise of conservation
set-asides were also subjects of SEAPDSOC student and faculty research.
Graduate students thus extended the
department’s long-standing concerns
with agriculture to the governance of
other resources (water, forests, urbanization, dams, fisheries), as interest in
environmental studies and the ecologies of agriculture and agroforestry
expanded. Researchers often promoted
community resource management, as
activists in the region struggled to stop
the displacement of rural people from
these resources. Graduate students
did not see theoretical differences as
dividing their commitments and drew
on multiple approaches while often
emphasizing one or the other. Political
ecology as a field was kickstarted at the
time through the creative merging of
these different approaches.
The two main faculty members working on Southeast Asia in the Department
of Rural Sociology in the 1980s and into
the 1990s were Walt Coward (E. Walter
Coward) and Milt Barnett. Both had
previously held positions as advisors
to presidents, academics, and foundation representatives in the region, and
continued to do so while professors at

Cornell. Coward as a young man was a
missionary in Laos. He later joined the
Ford Foundation as a program officer in
Indonesia. His work with Ford continued while he taught at Cornell where he
led a large project on small-scale community irrigation supported by student
research. He left campus in the late 1990s
to lead the Ford Foundation’s Global
Rural Poverty and Resources Program,
the effects of which, on research and
local development initiatives were profound and long lasting.
Barnett was hired in 1962 at the age
of forty-four by the Agricultural Development Council, a Rockefeller-funded
institution created to encourage
grounded development work. He was
first posted in the Philippines to advise
the government on community development and teach at the University
of the Philippines. He subsequently
advised Prime Minister Tun Razak of
Malaysia on rural development while
teaching at the University of Malaya.
A memorial of Barnett written by Walt
Coward, Shelly Feldman, and SEAP
founder, George Kahin, stated that he
was “awarded the Government’s Panglima Setia Mahkota Award, normally
reserved for Malaysian citizens.”
While Coward and Barnett were key
figures in Rural Sociology, other pro-

fessors active in rural development in
Southeast Asia included Agricultural
Economist Randy Barker, now an emeritus professor, who until just two years
ago was still living in Ithaca and posing
questions at Gatty lectures. Paul Gellert
was hired and taught in Development
Sociology for much of the 1990s, conducting research on the political economy of logging in Indonesia.
We and most DSOC students took
many courses outside of the department. This allowed for a broad and
often eclectic training that facilitated
engagement with interdisciplinary programs such as SEAP, and with the many
other faculty on campus from a variety
of departments. The scholars of Southeast Asia in Anthropology, Politics, History, and Socio-linguistics were just a
(usually cold) walk down the hill from
Warren Hall. Taking classes with Ben
Anderson, Jim Siegel, Jim Boon, Tom
Kirsch, George Kahin, David Wyatt,
Charles Hirschmen, and Oliver Wolters
exposed students to the academic, political and activist voices from the diverse
countries around the region, and to
diverse disciplines and approaches.
This extended to every day interactions
as most students regularly worked on
campus, had lunch together, attended
seminars, etc. Everyone also knew John

Peter during MA fieldwork in Sathing
Phra District, 1984.
Wolff and Amrih Widodo, the Indonesian and Javanese teachers.
The 1980s were a time when important new theoretical approaches were
being introduced and elaborated—from
political ecology to post-structuralism.
Jill Belsky introduced us to geographer Piers Blaikie’s seminal 1985 book,
The Political Economy of Soil Erosion in
Developing Countries at just the time we

Nancy’s extended family in a village now part of Singkawang Metro Area, West Kalimantan, 2014.

were looking for framings that could
combine the attention to grounded ethnographic histories with more macro
international (the descriptor of the
times, pre ”globalization”) processes.
We were also inspired by scholars of
the Annals School and the Binghamton-based World Systems Institute and
by the politically-aware peasants and
underground organizers we met during
fieldwork. Paolo Freire’s approach to
development for empowerment as
articulated in Pedagogy of the Oppressed
was an inspiration for many, as was the
scholarship of E. F. Schumacher, Amartya Sen, James Scott, Michael Watts,
Ben Kiernan, Michael Aung-Thwin,
Ruth McVey, Hal Conklin, Clifford and
Hildred Geertz and the other members
of the Harvard Research team sent to
Indonesia. Tom Harrison’s work in Sarawak also informed Indonesian Borneo
research in the 1980s.
Ben Anderson’s Imagined Communities
made him globally famous and known
across disciplines. An SSRC colleague
once confided that for years his book
was the most heavily cited in research
proposals all over the world. The first
edition was written in his (old yet still
beautiful) 102 West Avenue office and
published in 1984. Less widely known
is his 1978 essay “Studies of the Thai
State: the State of Thai Studies,” which
exploded the basic assumptions of
SEA/Thai history with the argument
that Thailand’s engagements with
colonialism were not in fact so unique.
Cornellian Gillian Hart’s book (she
graduated from Agricultural Economics in 1978), edited with Ben White and
Andrew Turton, on Agrarian Transformations, came out at the end of the 1980s. It
became the classic peasant studies text
on the politics of rice agriculture and
Green Revolution in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand, and included a piece
by Anan Ganjanapan, who had recently
graduated from Cornell Anthropology
while working closely with Milt Barnett. These influences shaped student
research on a wide range of topics, and
subsequently influenced the careers that
many of us pursued after graduating,
whether as academics, program officers,
or research supervisors and contractors
in development organizations.
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Hilary on the 2010s
I finished my PhD in summer 2020,
as the COVID-19 pandemic exposed
persistent inequalities and normalized
new surveillance technologies across
the globe. As we watch the pandemic’s
health and economic impacts unfold
across Southeast Asia, development
sociologists’ classic questions—whether
about migration patterns, food production or class politics—seem more germane than ever.
Graduate students who conducted
research in the 2010s negotiated a
dynamic region, one in which research
access was both extensive and often contingent. New geographies have opened

commitment to applied work and development practice. My time at Cornell
followed work with activists in Yangon, and began with two Burma Studies Workshops, organized in 2014 and
2015, that were indicative of SEAP’s
support for a new wave of Myanmar research. Emerging research communities
working in places like Myanmar build
on SEAP’s long tradition of expertise
in places like Indonesia, Malaysia and
Vietnam.
On campus in the 2010s, graduate students took DSOC’s required courses—
quantitative methods is still dreaded by
many incoming students—and many
absorbed the department’s Marxist

Hilary conducts dissertation fieldwork in villages in northwestern Myanmar
in 2018.
up for rural research since Nancy and
Peter were students—my colleagues
conducted ethnographic, archival,
survey, and participatory fieldwork in
previously inaccessible countries such
as Cambodia and Vietnam. And yet we
worked at a political moment marked
by resurgent racialized nationalism and
militarized authoritarianism. Countries
like Thailand and the Philippines have
become more repressive, while great
democratic hopes for Myanmar have
faltered in the wake of the Rohingya
genocide.
As in earlier generations, many
DSOC graduate students came to Cornell in the 2010s with experience living
in the places we chose to study and a

leanings and critical theories of development, for example as delivered by the
ineffable Phil McMichael. The themes
of eclecticism and interdisciplinarity
continue. Graduate students typically
take a range of electives across departments (I regret missing Eric Tagliacozzo
and Tamara Loos’ Southeast Asian history class!) and language classes. Some
I spoke to recalled engaging in more
informal linguistic education; one alum
remembered trading dirty words in
Tagalog with Ben Anderson.
When I arrived in Ithaca, I read
recent scholarship on land grabbing
and work in what has become a long
and robust tradition of political ecology, a tradition that Nancy and Peter

helped to establish, and recent faculty
member Jenny Goldstein is continuing
in the department. My work and that of
many of my peers has also been shaped
by Lindy Williams’ work on migration
in Southeast Asia. Under her guidance,
some grads authored demographic dissertations. Others incorporated study
of transnational and mobile dynamics
into their analysis of agrarian change:
for example in Tim Gorman and Alice
Beban’s work together on Vietnamese
migrants farming across the border in
Cambodia, or Katie Rainwaters’ analysis of shrimp farmers and migration in
Thailand and Bangladesh. Work with
Southeast Asian activists continues
to motivate and inform my work and
that of many of my colleagues from
the past decade. My research incorporates participatory methodologies that
build, in part, on the community-based
approaches and development scholarship of the 1980s, while also incorporating new feminist and critical voices.
When I asked graduate students
from the most recent decade (2010-2020)
for memories of SEAP and DSOC, my
colleague Rebakah Daro Minarchek put
it beautifully:

funding and its ideology, though this
increasingly comes not only from the
US or Southeast Asia governments, but
also from the private sector.
Most graduate students from the last
decade are now in academic teaching
positions, though our ranks also include
a data analysis specialist at Cornell’s
CISER, Florio Arguillas, and a rabbi,
Rachel Safman. Many continued their
research in the region. I was delighted
to learn while writing this that Ama
nda Flaim was just awarded a Luce
Grant for an interdisciplinary program
on Mekong sustainability at Michigan
State University working with a team
that includes both Daniel Ahlquist and
Alice Beban, also former SEAP/DSOC
graduate students. The last public talk
I attended as a student on Cornell’s
campus was alum Christian Lentz’s
Gatty Lecture in February 2020 on histories of territory and state formation in
Vietnam. Many of these projects build
on the legacies of earlier SEAP/DSOC
research, bringing updated questions
and research approaches to new puzzles and sites.

To me DSOC was a dive into the
deep end of a swimming pool, whereas
SEAP was a long swim back and forth
across the pool—so many interesting
people working on fascinating topics in
different disciplines and different countries. We were all united in our passion
for the region… It was like we were all
looking at the same events happening
in a courtyard, but we all saw them
unfolding from different windows
overlooking the courtyard.

Peter, Nancy and Hilary each arrived
in Ithaca as graduate students from
research and work in Southeast Asia.
When Nancy walked onto campus, she
was committed to working in Indonesia and planned to return there after
grad school, only to be waylaid by an
opportunity in academia (“filling in”
for another DSOC grad from the 1970s,
Louise Fortmann!). Like many of our
peers, we already had a close connection to the region and choose Cornell
primarily because of its strong area
studies reputation. Our commitments
to a particular program were decidedly less clear. When Peter’s acceptance letter from Cornell’s Department
of Rural Sociology arrived to where he
was working in rural Thailand, he had
never heard of the department, as he
had applied to another unit that forwarded it to Rural Sociology. Our interests in applied research and social justice, and our eclecticism, made us awkward fits for more traditional disciplines
like anthropology, political science, or

Many of my graduate student peers
navigated between DSOC and SEAP,
finding continuity in the grounded and
critical approaches emphasized in both
communities. In the past few years, as
DSOC has negotiated its place in a new
Department of Global Development
within the College of Agriculture and
Life Sciences, a strong sense of identity
as critical, engaged, and public scholars has prevailed among the DSOC
grads. The Cold War is over, but many
of us still find ourselves negotiating the
ethics and politics of research, theory,
and practice in relation to research

Conclusion

1

Palm sugar tappers climb in the
background during Peter’s dissertation
fieldwork in southern Thailand.

even sociology; thus we all ended up
in “Rural,” later called “Development,”
Sociology, then and now committed to
grounded and engaged work.
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hope and expect future graduate students to continue to be critical voices
concerned with equitable development
in specific sites across Southeast Asia. r

THANKS TO Lindy Williams, Christian
Lentz, Amanda Flaim, Daniel Ahlquist,
Rebakah Daro Minarchek, Luin
Goldring and Jill Belsky for sharing
reflections.

Julie N. Zimmerman, A Century of Scholarship and Service: 100 Years of Rural Development and
Sociology at Cornell (Ithaca, The Internet-First University Press, 2020).
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by Emily Donald, PhD
student in history
Emily playing Mak
Khom, a Mancala-style
marble game, while on a
research trip to the town of
Phatthalung in Southern
Thailand.

Reflections on

The Lauriston
Sharp Prize

The establishment of the Southeast Asia Program’s Lauriston Sharp Prize sprang from a SEAP
faculty meeting in October 1973, when George McT. Kahin suggested that funds be allocated to
establish an internal prize for graduate students in honor of Goldwin Smith Professor of Anthropology and SEAP founder, Lauriston Sharp (1907-1993).
Sharp had retired from teaching in
1973 after almost four decades at Cornell. With the retirement of its founder
falling between the Program’s 20th
and 25th anniversary, the Sharp Prize
formed out of a shared desire to both
acknowledge the academic excellence
and service of its students, and promote the ongoing projects and flourishing community surrounding Southeast
Asian studies at Cornell.
In keeping with these intentions, the
Prize has since been awarded annually
to the finishing doctoral student (or
students) whose dissertation research
and community engagement reprer 24 r
24

sent an outstanding contribution to the
study of Southeast Asia as well as to
the community life of SEAP. As a strikingly interdisciplinary cohort, Sharp
Prize awardees exemplify the vibrant,
interdisciplinary, and collaborative networks that SEAP has worked to cultivate over its seventy-year history.
When the Sharp Prize was first
awarded in 1974-1975, individual

graduate students received the title
of “Sharp Scholar” along with a “subvention of $250 for the purchase of
books.” Some forty-five years later,
the Prize continues to recognize the
scholarly excellence, academic service, and community engagement of
some of Cornell’s most creative thinkers, writers, artists, and educators. As
well as producing foundational texts

... forty-five years later, the Prize continues to recognize
the scholarly excellence, academic service, and community
engagement of some of Cornell’s most creative thinkers,
writers, artists, and educators.

in Southeast Asian studies, Sharp Prize
winners can now be found working in
academia, education, advocacy, and the
arts—among other arenas—both in the
United States and across Asia.
The 2019 Sharp Prize recognizes two
PhDs in History, Matthew Reeder and
Matthew Minarchek, for their research
on Thailand and Indonesia, respectively. Historians are well represented
among the Prize’s alumni, including
Vincente Rafael (1984), Takashi Shiraishi (1986), Andrew Abalahin (2003),
Chie Ikeya (2005), and the current chair
of Cornell’s own Department of History, Tamara Loos (1999). Reeder and
Minarchek also join recent Sharp Prize
historians Claudine Ang (2012), Trais
Pearson (2014), Sean Fear (2016), and
Jack Meng-Tat Chia (2017) as part of an
exciting surge in recognition for scholarship on Southeast Asian pasts.
While most Sharp awardees completed dissertations in the departments
of anthropology, history, and government, the award has consistently recognized scholarship that moves beyond
these disciplines. The first Sharp Prize
went to art historian Barbara Harrison for her thesis on ancient ceramics
found in Borneo. The Prize later recognized other art historians, curators,
and visual studies scholars, including
Astri Wright (1991) and Kaja McGowan
(1996) of Cornell’s own Department of
the History of Art and Visual Studies.
Martin Hatch, founder of the Cornell Gamelan Ensemble and the only
awardee from the Department of Music
(so far), received the Sharp Prize in
1980 and has gone on to make innumerable contributions to SEAP and the
wider Tompkins Country community.
Teacher-educator and acclaimed novelist Rosalie Metro (2011) was awarded
the Prize for her dissertation in the
Department of Education. And Caroline S. Hau (1998) is currently the sole

PAST AWARDEES
1975: Barbara Harrison, History of Art and Archeology. “Pusaka:
Heirloom Jars of Borneo”
1980: Martin Hatch, Music. “Lagu, Laras, Layang: Rethinking Melody
in Javanese Music”
1985: Marina Roseman, Anthropology. “Sound in Ceremony: Power
and Performance in Temiar Curing Rituals”
Takashi Shiraishi, History. “Islam and Communism: An
Illumination of the People’s Movement in Java, 1912-1926.”
1990: Nancy K. Florida, History. “Writing the Past, Inscribing the
Future: Exile and Prophecy in an Historical Text of Nineteenth
Century Java.”
Judy Ledgerwood, Anthropology. “Changing Khmer
Conceptions of Gender: Women, Stories, and the Social Order.”
1995: John Thayer Sidel, Government. “Coercion, Capital, and the
Post-Colonial State: Bossism in the Postwar Philippines.”
2000: Teresa Sobieszczyk, Rural Sociology. “Pathways Abroad:
Gender and International Labor Migration Institutions in
Northern Thailand.”
2005: Marc Brunelle, Linguistics. “Register in Eastern Cham:
Phonological, Phonetic and Sociolinguistics.”
Chie Ikeya, History. “Gender, History, and Modernity:
Representing Women in Twentieth Century Colonial Burma.”
2010: D. Christian Lammerts, Asian Studies. “Buddhism and Written
Law: Dhammasattha Manuscripts And Texts in Premodern
Burma.”
2015: Amanda Flaim, Development Sociology. “No Land’s Man:
Sovereignty, Legal Status, and the Production of Statelessness
among Highlanders in Northern Thailand.”
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Nancy K. Florida, Writing the
Past, Inscribing the Future (1995).

Mary P. Callahan, Making Enemies:
War and State Building in Burma (2004).

Doreen Lee, Activist Archives (2017).

John N. Miksic, Singapore and the Silk
Road of the Sea (2013).

Sharp recipient from the Department
of English. Now a professor of cultural
studies at Kyoto University’s Center for
Southeast Asian Studies, Hau returned
to Cornell in 2019 to deliver the 11th
Frank H. Golay Memorial Lecture, “For
Whom are Southeast Asian Studies?”
Several linguists have received the
award, beginning with the Prize’s
second awardee Anthony Diller (1976),
and followed later by Marc Brunelle
(2005) and Pittayawat Pittayaporn
(2009). The third scholar to be awarded
a Sharp Prize was Tsuyoshi Kato (1977)
for his sociological study of West Sumatra. Indeed, the Prize has a strong
contingent of rural and development
sociology scholars, including: Nancy
Peluso (1988) for her study on forestry
in Java; Filomeno Aguilar’s (1992) dissertation on capitalist relations of sugar
productions in the colonial Philippines;
Teresa Sobieszczyk’s (2000) study on
the gendered orientations of international labor migrations in Northern Thailand; and Rachel Safman’s
(2001) work on rural Thai responses
to the HIV/AIDS crisis. In more recent
years, the Prize has been awarded to
two PhDs in development sociology:
Amanda Flaim (2015), who also held a

Human Rights Fellowship at the Kenan
Institute of Ethics; and Edmund Joo Vin
Oh (2016) for his work on the politics of
Vietnamese fisheries.
Cornell’s interdisciplinary Department of Asian Studies has produced
several Sharp Prize winners, most
recently D. Christian Lammerts (2010),
John Phan (2013) and Chairat Polmuk
(2018). The work of these three scholars
crosses and connects various regions

Sharp’s own disciplinary affiliations
and his role as one of Cornell’s earliest
instructors of anthropology. But while
the disciplinary affiliation may seem
skewed, a closer look at the kinds of
topics explored by anthropological dissertations over almost three decades of
awardees demonstrates great breadth
in both area and subject.
From among the earliest awardees,
such as D. George Sherman (1982),

and various socio-political movements.
Sharp Prize anthropologists have
also moved into creative collaborations
with state institutions, organizations,
and communities. Thailand-based
scholar Alexandra Denes (2006) is as an
accredited UNESCO facilitator, working on projects geared towards the
revitalization and protection of cultural
spaces and practices across Southeast
Asia. The work of dance ethnologist
and anthropologist, Toni Samantha
Phim (1994), also reaches beyond academic circles, combining an attention
to the historical and cultural contexts
of the arts with matters of social jus-
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The work of these three scholars crosses and connects various
regions of mainland Southeast Asia and Vietnam, touching
upon intellectual, cultural, and legal histories of Buddhism.
of mainland Southeast Asia and Vietnam, touching upon intellectual, cultural, and legal histories of Buddhism
(Lammerts); affective expressions of
Cold War memory in film and literature
(Chairat), and the historical and religio-cultural evolutions of the Vietnamese lexicon (Phan).
Anthropology makes up roughly
a third of the total awardees, which
perhaps speaks to trends within area
studies in general and Southeast Asian
studies in particular, not to mention

whose research concerned social organization and beliefs systems in Sumatra, to one of the latest recipients, Jane
Ferguson (2008), for her rhythmic study
of music and popular culture on the
Thai-Burma border, Sharp Prize anthropology dissertations have explored all
corners of Southeast Asia, traversing
urban megacities, forests, upland communities, borderlands, soundscapes,
religious communities, iconography
and image technology, youth cultures,
historical production and storytelling,

tice, migration, and political violence,
particularly in the Cambodian experience. Two Sharp Prize anthropologists
have won John Simon Guggenheim
Foundation Fellowships. Scholar of
music and anthropology, Marina Roseman (1986), was the 1996 Guggenheim
Fellow for her research on the connections between history, song, and politics in the Malaysian rainforest. And
Tyrell Haberkorn (2007) was recently
named the 2020 Guggenheim Fellow
to conduct research on the individual,
social, and legal impacts of Thailand’s
2014 coup d’etat and extended period
of military rule, which will culminate
in Haberkorn’s third book project, Dictatorship on Trial in Thailand.
A number of Sharp Prize recipients
have gone on to publish award-winning monographs, including one of the
Prize’s earliest recipients, archaeologist
John N. Miksic (1979), who was recently
awarded the inaugural Singapore History Prize for his 2013 book Singapore
And The Silk Road Of the Sea, 1300-1800.
The prestigious Harry J. Benda Prize,
which honors newer works of scholarship in Southeast Asian studies, has
been awarded to three Sharp Prize

alumni: historian Nancy K. Florida
(1990) for Writing the Past, Inscribing
the Future: History as Prophecy in Colonial Java (1995); Mary Callahan (1996)
from the Department of Government
for Making Enemies: War and State Building in Burma (2004); and, most recently,
anthropologist Doreen Lee (2008) for
Activist Archives: Youth Culture and the
Political Past in Indonesia (2017).
Finally,
the academic
service andservice
community
leadership
Finally,
the academic
and
ofcommunity
awardees is demonstrated
fact
leadership by
of the
awardees
is
that
an over- whelming
majority
Sharp
demonstrated
by the
fact of
that
an awardees
overonce served as co-chairs on the gradu- ate
whelming majority of Sharp awardees
student committee, a role that entails the organization
served as weekly
co-chairs
on bag”
the graduofonce
the long-running
“brown
ate
student
committee,
a
role
that
entails
lecture series, the annual graduate student
conference,
theprogram’s
organization
of the and
long-running
the
Spring Banquet,
the
utterly
indispensable
SEAPlecture
Hallow- een
party.
Graduate
weekly
“brown bag”
series,
the
student
co-chairs
contribute
exponentially
annual graduate student conference,
to facilitating an internal exchange of
the program’s Spring Banquet, and the
ideas among Southeast Asianists at Cornell, while
utterly indispensable SEAP Hallowalso bringing scholars from around the US and
een party.
Graduate
student
co-chairs
across
the world
to contribute
to and share
in SEAP’s
contribute
exponentially
to facilitating
intellectual
community.
an internal exchange of ideas among
Southeast Asianists at Cornell, while
also bringing scholars from around the
US and across the world to contribute
to and share in SEAP’s intellectual community. r

THE ABOVE HIGHLIGHTS ONLY A SMALL SAMPLE of the various achievements and contributions
that may be traced back to the Southeast Asia Program’s Lauriston Sharp Prize. With its interdisciplinary
and cross-cultural networks, the Sharp Prize has identified researchers, educators, artists, and writers
who have played key roles in shaping and promoting the study of Southeast Asia for over forty-five
years. The recipients make up a dynamic cohort whose creative thinking, energetic collaborations, and
commitment to education speak to SEAP’s own institutional and community values. The Sharp Prize
will continue to recognize individuals’ academic excellence as well as the contributions they make to the
networks, friendships, and exchanges that are so central to the SEAP community.
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The Lauriston Sharp Prize

ATMOSPHERIC ARCHIVES: Post-Cold War Affect and the Buddhist Temporal
Imagination in Southeast Asian Literature and Visual Culture
Drawing on a rich archive of literary and visual materials produced from the late 1980s to the 2010s in
Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia, Polmuk’s dissertation asks how Southeast Asian writers, filmmakers,
and artists engage and critique Cold War atrocities and their ongoing impacts. Polmuk attends closely
to how writers and artists capture the material and sensory dimensions of Cold War violence, from official memory projects such as urban museums and memorials to rural landscapes where unexploded
ordnance lurks and bomb-craters-turned-ponds nourish new life while also reminding residents of war
and death. Tracking mobilizations of affect in the domains of political and cultural production, Polmuk
finds an enduring sense of leftist melancholia, post-socialist revolutionary pathos, regionalist euphoria,
and transnational humanitarian sentiments. Polmuk analyzes how cultural producers draw on Buddhist
understandings of ephemerality and continuity in their approach to – and aesthetic mediation of – the
material and affective residues of wartime atrocities.

CATEGORICAL KINGDOMS: Innovations In Ethnic Labeling and Visions of
Communal States In Early Modern Siam
Through a careful analysis of central and northern Thai and Khmer royal chronicles, state correspondence, laws, temple murals, art, and poetry, Reeder’s dissertation challenges dominant scholarly assumptions that ethnopolitical identities, often considered the basis for nationalisms in Southeast Asia,
were inspired by Western models or descended directly from static pre-modern ethnic polities. Reeder
argues instead that between the 15th and mid-19th centuries the Siamese court increasingly assigned
ethnonyms to diverse ethnolinguistic groups for political purposes such as managing labor. Reeder
attributes the rise of ethnopolitical categories to state centralization and bureaucratization, and a concomitant decline in older conventions representing kingdoms as the personalized networks and hierarchies that characterized the mandala system. Consistent with this shift, Siam’s royal court rewrote
older dynastic chronicles and framed erstwhile enemy or vassal kingdoms as eternal ethnic others. This
early modern ethnopolitical innovation would set the stage for Siam elites’ swift adoption of Western
concepts of “nation,” “ethnicity,” and “race” in the late nineteenth century.

MILITARIZED ECOLOGIES: Science, Violence, and the Creation of Sumatra’s
Leuser Ecosystem (Indonesia), 1890-1945
Minarchek’s dissertation analyzes the colonial processes through which the southern highlands of
Aceh on the Indonesian island of Sumatera became the Leuser Ecosystem, a space of nature imagined
as pristine and imperiled. Challenging the nature/society binary that would frame the Leuser story
through the lens of conservation as an initiative to protect a biologically diverse region of universal environmental value, Minarchek forcefully argues that Dutch colonial militarization and violence against
Indigenous peoples was critical to making the ecosystem. The dissertation tracks the legacies of militarization, scientific exploration and bioprospecting, the violent origins of primatology and field science,
the wildlife trade and the West’s obsession with charismatic Sumatran species such as the orangutan,
and the rise of the international nature protection movement. In the process, Minarchek demonstrates
the centrality of peripheries to state-making practices, and the complicity of science and conservation
with militarized colonial agendas of Indigenous exclusions and legal erasures.

CURRENT TITLE: Lecturer, Department of Thai,
Chulalongkorn University
Chairat Polmuk earned his master›s degree in Southeast Asian studies from
Cornell in 2014 and PhD in Asian Literature, Religion, and Culture in 2018. During
his PhD studies at Cornell, Chairat was also an exchange scholar at
the Department of Visual and Environmental Studies, Harvard
University, and a Mellon graduate fellow at Cornell’s Society for
the Humanities. After completing his PhD, Chairat has been
teaching courses on Southeast Asian languages and literature
(Lao and Thai) and critical theory at the Department of Thai,
Chulalongkorn University.

CURRENT TITLE: Postdoctoral Fellow, Asia Research
Institute, National University of Singapore
Matthew Reeder is a postdoctoral fellow at the Asia Research
Institute, National University of Singapore. A cultural historian of Southeast Asia and its global interconnections, his empirical research focuses on
Siam and other polities on the mainland. His book manuscript, “Labeled and Known:
The Politics of Ethnic Identification in Early Modern Siam,” paints a dynamic picture of state interventions in ethnic categorization from the fifteenth century to the
nineteenth. “The Roots of Comparative Alterity in Siam: Depicting, Describing, and
Defining the Peoples of the World, 1830s-1850s,” an article based on his 2018 Gatty
lecture, is forthcoming from Modern Asian Studies. Other research projects consider
intelligence collection in the nineteenth century; memories of early Bangkok women
as historical agents; and anonymous letters, satirical poetry, and other discursive
challenges to the premodern state. He has conducted research in Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, and France.

CURRENT TITLE: ACLS Emerging Voices Postdoctoral Fellow at
the John Reilly Center for Science, Technology, and Values at
the University of Notre Dame
Matt Minarchek earned a Ph.D. in Southeast Asian history from Cornell University
in 2019. He is interested in the ideologies of conservation and researches how the
discourses of environmentalism, species conservation, and scientific progress
have obscured the historical violence that often accompanies such projects. Matt’s
dissertation is a history of militarized conservation, scientific exploration, and
Indigenous dispossession in the Leuser region of Aceh, Sumatra (Indonesia). For the
past two years, Matt was a social science researcher at Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle,
Washington where he studied people’s attitudes and empathy toward more-thanhuman species. He has published on the history of the wildlife trade from Southeast
Asia to Europe and North America and the history of militarized conservation in
Indonesia. He is currently working on a manuscript tentatively titled “Militarized
Ecologies: Science, Violence, and the Creation of the Leuser Ecosystem (Indonesia),
1890-1945.”
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SEAP Publications

New and Forthcoming Books from

SOUTHEAST ASIA PROGRAM PUBLICATIONS

C O L U M N S
The Echols Collection

an imprint of Cornell University Press

UNEASY MILITARY ENCOUNTER
The Imperial Politics of Counterinsurgency in Southern Thailand
Ruth Streicher
$25.95 paperback

Uneasy Military Encounters presents a historically and theoretically grounded political
ethnography of the Thai military’s counterinsurgency practices in the southern borderland, home to the greater part of the “Malay-Muslim minority.” Ruth Streicher argues
that counterinsurgency practices mark the southern population as the racialized, religious,
and gendered “other” of the Thai, which contributes to producing Thailand as an imperial
formation: a state formation based on essentialized difference between the Thai and their
“others.”

THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM, 1955–1975
Vietnamese Perspectives on Nation Building
edited by Tiong Vu and Sean Fear
$24.95 paperback

Through the voices of senior officials, teachers, soldiers, journalists, and artists, The
Republic of Vietnam, 1955–1975, presents us with an interpretation of “South Vietnam” as a
passionately imagined nation in the minds of ordinary Vietnamese, rather than merely as an
expeditious political construct of the United States government.
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ACTIVISTS IN TRANSITION
Progressive Politics in Democratic Indonesia
edited by Thushara Dibley and Michele Ford
$24.95 paperback

Activists in Transition examines the relationship between social movements and democratization in Indonesia. The book assesses the contribution that nine progressive social movements have made to the democratization of Indonesia since the late 1980s, and how, in turn,
each of those movements has been influenced by democratization.
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Save 30 percent on your order.
Enter 09SEAP at checkout on our website cornellpress.cornell.edu
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C O L U M N S

SEAP Outreach Launches Two New
Educational Films on Vietnam for use
in High School and Community College
Classrooms

by Brenna Fitzgerald, communications and outreach coordinator

SEAP Outreach is pleased to offer two short documentary films available to watch on SEAP’s
eCommons archive (https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/47542) on Vietnam and
Vietnamese culture with accompanying curriculum guides. These engaging films are intended
for use in middle school, high school, and undergraduate classrooms. Students who view the
videos will benefit by learning about diverse communities and cultures in Vietnam. They will
look at Vietnam and the controversies around US/Vietnam relations from multiple perspectives
and synthesize conflicting views, broaden their understanding of Vietnam, and reflect critically on their own assumptions about Vietnam. This project was jointly funded by a National
Resource Center grant awarded to SEAP from the US Department of Education and a Cornell
Engaged Opportunity Grant awarded to SEAP Outreach.
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Vietnam: A Changing Nation

Vietnam’s Food Systems

This film explores Vietnam’s rising economy, modern society,
and religious traditions.

This film explores Vietnam’s historical cuisine, agricultural
landscape, and climate challenges.

Note from the filmmaker, Brenna:

Note from the filmmaker, Brenna:

Vietnam is a young country with over half the population under age
25. There’s a youthful vitality pulsing through the air, especially
in big urban centers like Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon).
Youth fill the coffee shops, taking photos of frothy lattes on their
phones and giggling at YouTube videos. I saw them skateboarding
and scooting around with friends on motorbikes. Young Vietnamese
study hard, going to places like the famous Temple of Literature in
Hanoi to pray for good grades, passing exams, entrance to a college
abroad. For youth, international education is a gateway into their
dreams of wealth and good fortune. Curious students from elementary age to college were eager to engage with me, an English-speaking foreigner. They wanted to practice conversing in English, ask
questions about the United States, and make global friendships and
connections. They are driven, constantly creating and innovating,
making change, working in every sector of society, propelling the
rising economy. Vietnam is a country of creative entrepreneurs. The
streets are alive with vendors selling fruits and to-go snacks and
drivers ready to take you on a rickshaw ride for a small fee. Stores
line city sidewalks decked with innumerable things for sale: bags,
shoes, watches, clothing, shiny trinkets, coffees and teas, cell phone
cases, handicrafts proudly displaying the label “made in Vietnam.”
Vietnam moves to the hustle of capitalism, motorbikes whizz by
stacked with anything and everything from food deliveries to refrigerators. Though the pace is fast, people take time for leisure—playing board games in the streets, stopping for coffee, sipping beer in
little plastic chairs on the sidewalk, watching the world race by. And
like the balance between movement and stillness, there’s a balance
between new and old. Fancy hotels are being constructed next to old
houses and ancient temples. Everywhere in Vietnam, the young and
vibrant meets the old
and established. In every
home and shop, people
make daily offerings
of incense, fruits, and
candles to ancestors,
paying respect to their
history and origins.

Before traveling to Vietnam, I knew about pho, the country’s infamous noodle soup. Each savory dish consists of rice noodles, herbs
like basil and star anise, and thin-cut slices of beef held in a delicate
golden broth. I knew about banh mi baguettes, a cultural fusion
from when the French occupied Vietnam. Before my
trip, a Vietnamese friend
had drawn up a list of foods
for me to try while in country: various noodle soups
and rice dishes, spicy fish
dishes and those with beef.
He also urged me to try all
the fruits like papaya and
durian and the famous
egg coffee of Hanoi. To my
friend, sampling the foods
and traversing the markets at any time of day—
from dawn to midnight—
was an integral part of
experiencing
Vietnam.
This did not surprise me
given that most Vietnamese events I had attended at Cornell before
my trip centered around food and that Vietnam’s biggest exports
are rice and coffee. The central role food plays in a culture cannot
be underestimated. Food is not only necessary for survival, but also
at the center of celebration and pleasure. It connects people and
resources, regions and countries, farmers and restaurant owners.
Food is a complex web. I spent much of my time in Hanoi and Ho
Chi Minh City (Saigon) hunting, gathering, and eating. My daily
itinerary was often bookended by food, by what market I would visit
that morning and what kind of dish I wanted for dinner. I knew
that in following the path from plantation to market to restaurant
many stories worth capturing would unfold. Food wove through
the lives of everyone I met: farmers close to the earth, knee-deep in
wet rice paddies and those reaching up to the sky picking fruits;
entrepreneurs at the market piling cinnamon sticks, dried shrimp,
and mangos into perfect pyramids for a colorful and enticing display; delivery drivers carrying pounds of rice in boxes that teetered
precariously on the backs of motorbikes; street vendors selling pineapple and papaya carved into spears; café owners enticing pedestrians with menus of dark espresso and light frothy lattes; and friends
sharing drinks or steamy dishes in restaurants, laughing together.
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C O L U M N S

The Sixth Cornell Modern Indonesia
Project Conference on Languages and
Linguistics Held in Indonesia

T
by Ava White, SEAP
programming assistant

Above (left to right):
Q&A with audience.
Abby Cohn (SEAP director and
InLaLi co-organizer), conference
opening remarks.
Sign interpreter, Emma Llewellyn
with presenter Nick Palfreyman.
Presenter Dwi Noverini Djenar.
Audience during presentation
including presenter Antonia
Soriente on left and SEAP alum Okki
Kurniawan on right.
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he study of Indonesia has been an integral part of the Southeast Asia Program
(SEAP) since its founding in 1950. That year, the Ford Foundation awarded
SEAP a grant to build US scholarly expertise on Indonesia, and the Cornell
Modern Indonesia Project (CMIP) was born. Under the directorship of George
Kahin and associate director John Echols, CMIP supported a wide range of studies on Indonesian politics and government in the rapidly changing context of the
post-independence years. In later years CMIP expanded its focus to include Indonesian culture, history, and international relations, launching the journal Indonesia in
1966. The project also supported the translation of critical monographs and reports
from Indonesian and Dutch into English. This collection is freely available on Hathi
Trust (http://collections.library.cornell.edu/cmip/browse.html).
In 2011 CMIP held the “State of Indonesian Studies Conference,” its first conference and an opportunity to revitalize the project in a new millennium. The conference brought eighteen scholars from around the world to Cornell to participate in
six panel discussions on Indonesian anthropology, art history, history, language and
literature, government and political science, and ethnomusicology. In the years that
followed, SEAP faculty organized a series of conferences stemming from each of
those six panels to explore Indonesian studies across a variety of disciplines.
Building on this legacy of scholarship, the sixth conference of CMIP entitled
“Indonesian Languages and Linguistics: State of the Field” (https://indoling.com/
inlali/) convened in Jakarta February 16-18, 2020. The conference was organized by
SEAP Director Abby Cohn and co-hosted by Atma Jaya Catholic University, making
this the first conference of CMIP to be held in Indonesia – a critical step to ensure
extensive participation by Indonesian scholars, and harkening back to the roots of
CMIP as a project to both develop scholarship on Indonesia and to expand access to
such scholarship. Generous contributions from the Mario Einaudi Center for International Studies (https://einaudi.cornell.edu/) and from the American Institute
for Indonesian Studies (AIFIS, https://www.aifis.org/) helped facilitate travel to

the conference for Indonesian participants. It also drew participants from
Japan, Europe, and the UK to Jakarta,
making this a truly international affair
built on a strong tradition of the annual
International Symposium on Malay/
Indonesian Linguistics (ISMIL) and the
biennial International Symposium on
the Languages of Java (ISLOJ). The conference also received generous support
from a Wenner-Gren Foundation grant
through the University of Maryland.
This dynamic scholarly event highlighted the various fields of Indonesian language studies by bringing
into conversation scholars focusing on
description analysis and documentation (describing how language is used
by a speech community), language
endangerment, and sociolinguistics
(language in relation to social factors).
By incorporating these subfields into
a single event, the conference offered
an opportunity to address intersecting
issues. Linguistics is a key field in the
broader context of Indonesia studies
given the incredible language diversity
of the country along with the complex

national trends of multilingualism, language shift, and widespread language
endangerment.
Bambang Kaswanti Purwo (Atma
Jaya Catholic University), who also
presented at the first CMIP “State
of Indonesia Studies Conference” in
2011, delivered the Sunday opening
lecture entitled “Playing with Words
and Characters to Communicate in
the Cyber World.” The lecture focused
on youth language and highlighted its
central role in how language changes and develops. The following panel
focused on language documentation,
description, and analysis, with presentations by Sonja Riesberg (University
of Cologne), Jermy I. Balukh (STIBA
Cakrawala Nusantara Kupang), and
Antonia Soriente (University of Naples
‘L’Orientale), with Thomas Conners

(University of Maryland) serving as a
discussant. The panel covered three different geographic regions of Indonesia,
and demonstrated how linguists can
document and support various communities in engaging with their languages.
Soriente’s work was particularly novel,
collaborating with an interdisciplinary
team to document language as cultural
heritage among a community of boat
builders.
Monday morning’s panel on language use in multilingual contexts
featured presentations from Kristian
Tamtomo (Universitas Atma Jaya Yogyakarta), Nick Palfreyman (University of Central Lancashire), and Bradley
McDonnell (University of Hawai’I at
Mānoa), with J. Joseph Errington (Yale
University) serving as a discussant.
Panelists considered youth language
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All conference photo at conference closing.

use in vocational secondary schools,
research on sign language in Indonesia, and multilingualism in Southwest
Sumatra. This panel connected back to
the theme of Bambang Kaswanti Purrwo’s opening lecture, emphasizing the
different repertoires of language people
use (formal language and informal
language) as different varieties of language.
After parallel sessions on the description, analysis, and documentation of
languages in Indonesia, Multamia RMT
Lauder and Allan F. Lauder (Universitas Indonesia), Eri Kurniawan (Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia), presented on the third panel on language
endangerment and language vitality,

-
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with Marian Klamer (Leiden University) serving as a discussant. This panel
offered an examination of endangered
languages from East Nusa Tenggara to
Moluccas, and offered a hopeful perspective on the vitality of endangered
languages, along with a call to action
to create an endangered language fund
for Indonesia by Joseph Lovestrand
(Yayasan Suluh Insan Lestari).
The Tuesday morning panel deliberated emerging varieties of spoken
Indonesian, with presentations from
Asako Shiohara (Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies) and Yanti (Atma Jaya
Catholic University), and Dwi Noverini Djenar (University of Sydney), with
Michael Ewing serving as a discussant.

The panel similarly offered a hopeful
outlook, building on the opening lecture to discuss the new and innovative
twists and turns in Indonesian languages. After parallel sessions on a variety
of case studies, David Gil (Max Planck
Institute) offered words as a final discussant.
As with previous conferences, Abby
Cohn and Yanti together with Tom Conners are working on the production
of an edited volume stemming from
this event. They are also working on a
repository of online resources to facilitate increased scholarship on Indonesian linguistics, which will be hosted on
the Indoling website (https://indoling.
com/homepage/resources/).
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Ford Foundation grant establishes CMIP, George Kahin as director
The journal “Indonesia” launches
Research funds expire, CMIP focuses on its publications
The journal “Indonesia” moves publication to SEAP
Ben Anderson becomes director
Eric Tagliacozzo becomes director
State of Indonesia Studies Conference (https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7591/j.ctt20d87jt) , organized by
Eric Tagliacoazzo
Wealth and Power in Indonesian Politics, organized by Tom Pepinsky
‘Still in the Game’: THe State of Indonesian Art History in the 21st Century, organized by Kaja McGowan
(https://events.cornell.edu/event/seap_cmip_johnson_museum_still_in_the_game_the_state_of_indonesian_
art_history_in_the_21st_century)
Sounding Out the State of Indonesian Music (https://blogs.cornell.edu/soundingoutindonesianmusic/schedule/),
organized by Chris Miller
The State of Religious Pluralism in Indonesia (https://ecommons.cornell.edu/bitstream/handle/1813/64576/SE%20
Asia%20Bulletin%20spring%202019%20TRUE%20FINAL.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y), organized by Chiara Formichi
Indonesian Languages and Linguistics: State of the Field (https://indoling.com/inlali/), organized by Abby Cohn
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September
17* Tom Pepinsky,
17
24 24
*

Cornell//Department of
Government
Pandemic Politics in Southeast Asia: Society,
Governance, and the State

Sopheak Chann, Royal University of Phnom

Penh, Cambodia//Department of Natural Resource
Management
Frontier Construction and Place-Making
in Cambodia Post-Conflict Resource
Landscapes

October
Darin Sanders Self,
1
88*

15
22 *
22

29

Cornell//Department of
Government
Binding Contestation: How Party-Military
Relations Influenced Democratization in
Indonesia and Paraguay

Patrick Jory, University of Queensland,

Australia//School of Historical and Philosophical
Inquiry
A History of Manners and Civility in
Thailand: The Civilizing Process in a
Southeast Asian Society

Megan Sinnott, Georgia State University//

Department of Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality
Studies
Ghostly Meanings, Spectral Affects: Market
Transformations and Possibilities in the Thai
Spirit World

Sharyn Graham Davies, Monash University//
Herb Feith Indonesian Engagement Centre
Indonesia’s Im/moral Turn: Drivers and
Consequences, Especially in a Covid-19
World

Genevieve Clutario, Wellesley College//

Department of American Studies
Beauty Regimens: Disciplining Filipina
Labor Under U.S. Empire

November
Kathryn Sweet,
5 *5
12
19
19*

Social Development
Advisor and Independent Scholar//
Vientiane, Lao PDR
Health Sector Contestation in Cold
War Laos, 1950-1975

Sarah Grant, California State

University//Department of Anthropology
Dirty Coffee: Scandal, Scrutiny, and
Food Safety in Vietnam

Sittithep Eaksittipong, Chiang Mai
University//Department of History
The Social and Political Lives of
G. William Skinner and Chinese
Society in Thailand

December
Anissa Rahadiningtyas,
3
10
10*

Cornell//
History of Art and Visual Studies
Department
Tulisan Jawi: Decolonizing the
‘Modern’ and the ‘Islamic’ in
Indonesian Art

Roger Nelson, National Gallery
Singapore
Realism as an Attitude as an
Attitude

These talks are partially funded by the US Department
of Education as part of SEAP’s designation as a National
Resource Center.
Accommodation requests:
seap@cornell.edu
http://seap.einaudi.cornell.edu/
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NEWLY ESTABLISHED GRADUATE CONSORTIUM

We are happy to announce . . .
...that SEAP is a founding member of the newly established “Graduate Education and Training in
Southeast Asian Studies” (GETSEA) (https://einaudi.cornell.edu/programs/southeast-asia-program/about-us/getsea) consortium. The consortium has been awarded a $275,000 grant by
the Henry Luce Foundation through its Luce Initiative on Southeast Asia (LuceSEA). GETSEA was
formed with the mission of enhancing graduate education in Southeast Asian studies across North
America through innovation and collaboration.
As a cross-institutional network led by the eight current and recent National Resource Centers
(NRCs) on Southeast Asia, GETSEA will work to expand the collaborative infrastructure between the
centers of Southeast Asian studies, including a virtual speaker series, specialized online mini-courses, a mentoring network, professional development workshops for graduate students, and the creation of a framework for shared language instruction.
This collaboration between Southeast Asia centers will be critical as we continue to adapt to new
virtual learning environments. This grant will allow SEAP and our fellow NRCs to foster productive
new connections in our teaching and research, and to come together during a time of social distancing to strengthen our scholarly interactions.
The Southeast Asia Program at Cornell University will serve as the initial administrative host for
GETSEA. The members of the consortium include:
Cornell University (host, https://seap.einaudi.cornell.edu/)
The University of Michigan (https://ii.umich.edu/cseas)
Northern Illinois University (https://www.niu.edu/clas/cseas/index.shtml)
The University of Hawai’i at Mānoa (https://www.cseashawaii.org/)
The University of Washington (https://jsis.washington.edu/seac/)
The University of Wisconsin, Madison (https://seasia.wisc.edu/)
The University of California, Los Angeles (https://www.international.ucla.edu/cseas/home)
The University of California, Berkeley (https://ieas.berkeley.edu/centers/cseas)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, please contact: GETSEA@cornell.edu
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www.thinkelephants.org

Announcements: On Campus and Beyond

N EW S

New Faculty Associate in Research (FAR)
Joshua Plotnik, Ph.D. is a comparative psychologist and conservation behavior
researcher who has studied elephant cognition and conservation in Thailand since
2007. Recently, Josh has been working with students and colleagues in Thailand and
Myanmar to understand how research on animal behavior and cognition can be applied
directly to the mitigation of human-wildlife conflict. He is an assistant professor in the
Department of Psychology at Hunter College and the Graduate Center, City University
of New York in New York City (www.ccconservation.org). He is also the founder
of Think Elephants International (www.thinkelephants.org), a U.S. non-profit charity
focused on conservation education in the U.S. and Thailand. Josh is a member of the
IUCN Human-Wildlife Conflict Task Force
and the IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist Group
and has earned degrees from both Emory
University (M.A. and Ph.D., Psychology) and
Cornell University (B.S., Animal Science).
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SEAP Welcomes New Faculty

WELCOME

Welcome
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Juno Parreñas is an ethnographer working at the intersections of human-animal relations, decolonization, and environmental justice. After completing her Ph.D. in Anthropology at Harvard University in 2012,
she was an Agrarian Studies Postdoctoral Research Fellow at Yale University and a Postdoctoral Research Fellow with the Rutgers Center for Historical Analysis. In 2014 she became an Assistant Professor in Women’s,
Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Ohio State University and remained there
until joining us at Cornell this fall as an Assistant Professor in Science and
Technology Studies and Feminist, Gender and Sexuality Studies.
Parreñas’ scholarly interests in conservation biology, animal behavioral
sciences, history, science studies, colonialism, queer theory, anthropology,
and feminist studies are expressed in her book Decolonizing Extinction: The
Work of Care in Orangutan Rehabilitation (2018). It received the 2019 Michelle
Z. Rosaldo Book Prize from the Association for Feminist Anthropology as
well as honorable mentions for the 2020 Harry J. Benda Prize from the
Association for Asian Studies, the 2019 Diana Forsythe Prize from the Society for the Anthropology of Work and the Committee for the Anthropology of Science, Technology, and Computing, as well as the 2019 New Millennium Award from the Society for Medical Anthropology.
Her new project, “Who Gets to Retire? Human-Animal Life Histories of Labor” looks at the emergence of
animal retirement and geriatric veterinary care around the world as a way to think about global political
economy and thresholds between life, death, and work. Parreñas is also looking forward to developing new
courses, and starting this spring 2021 she will teach “Environmental Ethics” for Biology and Society majors
and the graduate level proseminar in Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, which will foster discussion on
emerging themes in interdisciplinary feminist studies.
Ever since she came to Cornell in fall 2015 to present a Gatty Lecture, she has sipped tea from her Cornell
mug and looked forward to joining the vibrant and collaborative community here. SEAP is likewise excited
to welcome her as the newest SEAP faculty member.

SEAP Welcomes New Grad Committee Co-Chairs
for 2020-2021
Kara Guse is a Master of Public Administration
candidate concentrating in Science, Technology and
Infrastructure Policy. Her professional aspiration is
to combine her education in engineering and policy with
a career in finance to
drive funding for sustainable infrastructure
in Southeast Asia, specifically in Cambodia.
She is interested in the
intersection of international financial institutions, private investment banks and governments, and how
they deal with infrastructure and technology development. Kara is very
excited to serve as co-chair this year and to navigate
the Zoom-era with the rest of the SEAP program.
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Anna Koshcheeva

is an aspiring scholar
of visual culture in Southeast Asia with a specific
focus on Laos. Her academic interest stems from
the fascination with
an image, global history of the Cold War,
and the production
of modernity on the
margin. She engages
with cultural theories, ideas of temporality, and Buddhist
studies. Anna is
looking forward to
being a co-chair of
the new 2020-2021
season of Gatty lectures, which promises to bring fantastic scholars of Southeast Asia
based all over the world!

1952-2020

Deborah Homsher
This Year of 2020

has taken so
many from
us, and it has been a year like no other. The loss of Deborah
Homsher on March 16 came as a shock to many of us in SEAP,
coinciding with the shutdown of campus and the upending
of familiar patterns of daily life across the world. The former
Managing Editor of SEAP Publications and the journal Indonesia, Deborah was part of a strong web of connection across
multiple SEAP generations, as the online response to the
news of her death made clear.
Grateful as I am for the digital touchpoints (and Deborah’s
own vivid and pointed Facebook posts), I found Deborah’s
passing hard to absorb amidst adjusting to the strange new
world of remote work and rites of passage celebrated via
zoom. Part of me wants to believe that she will have us all
over for drinks in her exuberant spring garden once the pandemic is over, but slowly I am making peace with her absence.
I first became friends with Deborah during the years I spent
in the Kahin Center writing my dissertation; conversations
over glasses of white wine with her are some of my favorite
memories of that period. In 2007 when I returned to SEAP as
outreach coordinator and Bulletin editor, getting to work at
640 Stewart Ave. with Deborah just upstairs was one of the
best side benefits of the job. Deborah helped make my transition from SEAP-trained academic to staff member easier, and
she became a role model for professionalism tempered with
good humor and balanced by a full and adventurous life outside of work. Who else would show up early to my family’s
annual slip-n-slide party with a bottle of chilled white wine
and then happily slide down through soap and sprinkler in
neatly pressed chinos and button-up shirt, before dashing off
to her next social engagement?
Deborah joined SEAP in 1995 and worked closely with
many of us for the nearly 20 years she devoted to the program. When she retired in the spring of 2014 the outpouring
of admiration and gratitude was captured in a SEAP Bulletin
article. Stan O’Connor wrote of her “unruffled calm and quiet
confidence,” noting that her commitment to her work led her
and her husband, Hugh Egan, to spend several months in
2003 living and working from Indonesia. 1
Perhaps we shouldn’t be surprised that Deborah pioneered
remote work (from Indonesia no less). After all she was able
to manage the complex web of relations required to run both
SEAP Publications and Indonesia. She described some of the
process thus:
I wish I could report that we established steely, overarching
plans and hung white boards from secure hooks on central walls that
registered current and future publication schedules, but, in truth,
work on Indonesia was managed day by day (at a careful, nitpick-

by Thamora Fishel, SEAP associate director

ers’ pace, yet somehow frantically) in bits and pieces. Things happened this way, in large part, because the composition of the journal
required cooperation from so many volunteers who, in their offhours, were busy, peripatetic professional scholar-professors: peer
reviewers, contributors, the wide-ranging allies of Cornell SEAP
who had studied Indonesia, its history, politics, art and literature,
anthropology, religions, languages, and cultures.2
Deborah’s irascible sense of humor surfaces throughout
the piece she wrote about her experience editing Indonesia.
Tamara Loos noted her sharp wit and described their conversations as “wickedly gratifying.” No doubt this is one of
the many reasons Deborah and Ben Anderson shared a deep
appreciation of one another.
Deborah was not just an excellent editor with the organizational and people skills to make all the parts come together,
she was also an accomplished writer in her own right. She
published two non-fiction works, From Blood to Verdict and
Women and Guns, and then turned back to fiction, writing a
historical novel, The Rising Shore: Roanoke. Many of us knew
that she held an MFA in fiction from the University of Iowa;
what a delight to discover that she published her first short
story (as a junior at Brown in 1973) in a newly launched magazine called Ms.
In addition to her intellectual and creative talents, Deborah
was full of enthusiasm—for rowing, hiking, biking, and especially gardening. The fenced part of her home garden was
an oasis from the voracious deer that roam West Hill, and in
it she cultivated a jungle of roses and other delectable flowers. The window seat in Deborah’s office at the Kahin Center
afforded an amazing view of the redbuds blooming on the hill
below. I remember looking with her from that window at the
wild wisteria hanging in vivid purple clusters from branches
high in the canopy. We each tried to transplant some of the
wisteria—but only Deborah succeeded:
My old garden, poorly maintained, welcomes thuggish plants,
and the peony is one. Thank you, god. And this year our wisteria
has bloomed for the first time. I dug up the original sprout from a
massive, voracious vine that has spread high into the trees between
two mansions on the Cornell campus: the Treman mansion, now
the Kahin Center, and the Ezra Cornell mansion, now a frat house.
Don’t know which gardener planted it ... Treman’s? Cornell’s? It’s
kind of classy. Vintage. And may well be carnivorous.3
1

2

3

SEAP Bulletin, Fall 2014, https://ecommons.cornell.edu/
handle/1813/42441.
Deborah Homsher, “Salute to the Journal Indonesia and its Fieldworkers,”
Indonesia, no. 100 (October 2015): 11.
Homsher, Deborah. 2018. “My old garden, poorly maintained, welcomes
thuggish plants, and the peony is one.” Facebook, May 30, 2018.
https://www.facebook.com/deborah.homsher.9.
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Cornell University
Southeast Asia

DOCTORAL
DEGREES

AUGUST 2019

DECEMBER 2019

Ryan Buyco
Asian Studies
Chair: Naoki Sakai
Islands of Entanglement:
Reading a Transpacific Okinawa
in the Philippines and Hawai‘i

Emily Teera-Hong
Anthropology
Chair: Annelise Riles
Imagining Political Futures in
Kachinland: the Struggle for SelfDetermination Through Legal
Activism and Indigenous Media

Jinyoung Park
Industrial and Labor Relations
Chair: Sarosh Kuruvilla
Institutional Implantation: The
International Communities and
Their Roles in Building Industrial
Relations Systems in Emerging
Markets

Alex-Thai Dinh Vo
History
Chair: Keith Taylor
From Anticolonialism to Mobolizing
Socialist Transformation in the
Democratic Repbulic of Vietnam,
1945-1960

Yen Vu
Romance Studies
Chair: Gerard Aching
In Search for a Language of
Freedom: Vietnamese Francophone
Youth and Intellectual Thought,
1920-1954

Cornell University
Southeast Asia

MASTER’S
DEGREES

AUGUST 2019
Yinyin Hu
Asian Studies
Chair: Keith Taylor
Ancestor Worship, Supernaturalism,
and Gia Long’s Court: Landscape of
Religious Institutions in Gia Định at
the Beginning of the Nguyễn Dynasty
Anke Wang
Asian Studies
Chair: Nicholas Admussen
Translating the Vietnam War:
Cultural Networks between
China and Vietnam
(1964-1966)
Juan Fernandez
History
Chair: Tamara Loos

MAY 2020
Xinyu Guan
Anthropology
Chair: Viranjini Munasinghe
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Jenny Goldstein, assistant
professor, development sociology

Thomas Pepinsky, Tisch
University Professor, government

Warren B. Bailey, professor,
finance, Johnson School of
Management

Greg Green, curator, Echols
Collection on Southeast Asia

Hannah Phan, senior lecturer,
Khmer, Asian studies

Martin F. Hatch, professor
emeritus, music

Maria Theresa Savella, senior
lecturer, Tagalog, Asian studies

Ngampit Jagacinski, senior
lecturer, Thai, Asian studies

James T. Siegel, professor
emeritus, anthropology

Yu Yu Khaing, lecturer, Burmese,
Asian studies

Eric Tagliacozzo, John
Stambaugh Professor of History

Sarosh Kuruvilla, Andrew J.
Nathanson Family professor,
industrial and labor relations

Keith W. Taylor, professor,
Asian studies

Christine Balance, associate
professor, Asian American studies,
performing and media arts
Randolph Barker, professor
emeritus, agricultural economics
Victoria Beard, professor and
associate dean of research, city
and regional planning
Anne Blackburn, professor,
Asian studies
Thak Chaloemtiarana, professor,
Asian literature, religion, and
culture; and Asian studies
Abigail C. Cohn, professor,
linguistics and director of the
Southeast Asia Program
Magnus Fiskesjö, associate
professor, anthropology
Chiara Formichi, associate
professor, Asian studies

Ornwara Tritrakarn
Asian Studies
Chair: Chiara Formichi
Negotiating Multiple Identities:
Becoming and Un-becoming
“Thai” Muslims
Kiichi Ohshima
City and Regional Planning
Chair: Victoria Beard
Rex Ukaejiofo
Global Development
Chair: Shorna Allred

Arnika Fuhrmann, associate
professor, Asian studies (on leave
Spring 2020)

Tamara Loos, professor,
history

Erik Thorbecke, H. E. Babcock
professor emeritus, economics
and food economics

Kaja M. McGowan, associate
professor, art history, archaeology

Thúy Tranviet, senior lecturer,
Vietnamese, Asian studies

Christopher J. Miller, senior
lecturer, music

Marina Welker, associate
professor, anthropology

Stanley J. O’Connor, professor
emeritus, art history

John Whitman, professor,
linguistics

Jolanda Pandin, senior lecturer,
Indonesian, Asian studies

Andrew Willford, professor,
anthropology

Juno Salazar Parreñas, assistant
professor, science and technology
studies; and feminist, gender, and
sexuality studies

Lindy Williams, professor,
development sociology

SEAP Faculty 2020-2021

DEGREES CONFERRED

Shorna Allred, associate professor,
natural resources

John U. Wolff, professor
emeritus, linguistics and
Asian studies

It is the policy of Cornell University to actively support equality of educational and employment opportunity. No person shall be denied admission to any educational
program or activity or be denied employment on the basis of any legally prohibited discrimination involving, but not limited to, such factors as race, color, creed, religion, national or ethnic origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, gender identity or expression, disability or veteran status. The university is committed to the maintenance
of affirmative action programs that will assure the continuation of such equality of opportunity. Sexual harassment is an act of discrimination and, as such, will not be
tolerated. Inquiries concerning the application of Title IX can be referred to the director of the Office of Workforce Diversity, Equity and Life Quality, Cornell University,
160 Day Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853-2801 (telephone: 607/255-3976; TDD: 607/255-7066).

Aparajita Majumdar
History
Chair: Ghosh Durba

Requests for information about services for Cornell faculty and staff members, applicants for employment, and visitors with disabilities who have special
needs, as well as related questions or requests for special assistance, can be directed to the Office of Workforce Diversity, Equity and Life Quality, Cornell
University, 160 Day Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853-2801 (telephone: 607/255-3976; TDD: 607/255-7066). Students with disabilities should contact Student Disability
Services, Center for Learning and Teaching, Cornell University, 420 Computing and Communications Center, Ithaca, NY 14853-2601 (telephone: 607/254-4545;
TDD 607/255-7665).

Yawa Patience Zewou
Public Affairs
Chair: John Mathiason

Published by the Southeast Asia Program
Cornell University, 180 Uris Hall, Ithaca, NY 14853-7601

Thao Vy Vuong
Global Development
Chair: Kathryn Fiorella

Editor: Brenna Fitzgerald
Design: Westhill Graphics
Cornell is an equal opportunity, affirmative action educator and employer.
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JOHNSON MUSEUM
ACQUISITION HIGHLIGHT
Java
Shadow puppet representing Bouraq
Painted rawhide, bullhorn
Collection of the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art,
Cornell University
Acquired through the George and Mary Rockwell
Fund, and gift of the Estate of Louise Taraldson
Woods, by exchange
Image courtesy of the Johnson Museum

SOUTHEAST ASIA PROGRAM
https://einaudi.cornell.edu/programs/southeast-asia-program

/seapcornell
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